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ABSTRACT
Bi-material interface is often observed in many advanced materials and
structures. Measurement of the interface bonding strength is more challenging
than the measurement of pure tensile or shear strength of a homogeneous material
because of the presence of the stress singularity at the interface corner, nonuniform stress distribution along the interface and the co-existence of normal and
shear stress components. In this PhD research project, a new innovative test
method including specimen design, test procedure and an iterative calculation
algorithm, is developed for more accurate determination of the interface bonding
strength.
Three different types of bi-material interface are considered in this study;
interface between elastic and elastic materials, between elastic and viscoelastic
materials, and between viscoelastic and viscoelastic materials. Analytical
solutions are developed to determine the stress singularity and conditions for its
elimination for all the above three types of interface. The analytical solution for
the elastic/elastic bi-material interface is derived based on the axi-symmetric
asymptotic analysis. For the elastic/viscoelastic and viscoelastic/viscoelastic bimaterial interfaces, the analytical solutions are obtained from the solution of
elastic/elastic interface through the elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle.
The developed analytical solutions are further verified by FEM numerical
analyses.
Three different materials; Aluminum, Epoxy and Polyvinylchloride (PVC)
are considered. The elastic material properties of the selected materials are

determined by uni-axial tensile tests. To determine the viscoelastic properties,
relaxation tests are carried out on the viscoelastic materials. It is found that the
order of the stress singularity changes with time due to the viscoelasticity of
materials. If any stress singularity exists at the interface corner, with time the
order of singularity increases. For a non–singular stress case at the interface
corner, the order of the stress singularity may increase or decrease with time,
depends on the bonding angle (specimen geometry).
With the proposed design that can eliminate the stress singularity at the bimaterial interface corner, the loading capacity of the specimen is also increased.
For example, the tensile load carrying capacity of such designed aluminum/epoxy
bonded joint is increased by 2.65 times than that of the ASTM (American Society
for Testing and Materials) butt joint design. Finally, as a practical application of
this research, the optimal ranges of bonding angles at the interface corners of
porcelain fused to metal (PFM) dental crowns with precious or non-precious
metal alloys are suggested.

PREFACE
This thesis is based on the work I have done in the Advanced Composite
Materials Engineering Group of University of Alberta from January 2009 to April
2012 on the bi-material interface bonding strength. The idea of conducting the
study on this topic came forward in order to study the debonding failure or
damage mechanism of composite materials, as the reliable interface bonding
strength data are not available. This thesis is written in mixed format. It consists
of eight different chapters. In Chapter 1, a brief review on the interface of bimaterials is presented. At the end of this chapter, the disadvantages or
shortcomings of current methods for the interface bonding strength measurement
are summarized and the objectives of this study to overcome those
disadvantages/shortcomings are given. In Chapter 2, the developed new method to
determine the bi-material interface bonding strength is explained. In Chapter 3,
the experimental facilities and characterization of materials are presented.
Experimental determination of elastic and viscoelastic properties of three
materials (aluminum, epoxy and PVC) is described. In Chapters 4, 5 and 6, the
interface bonding strength determination of elastic/elastic, elastic/viscoelastic and
viscoelastic/viscoelastic interfaces are presented by the developed method
respectively including the analytical solutions to determine the stress singularity
at the interface corner. In Chapter 7, an optimal design of a PFM dental crown is
developed based on this study. Finally, in Chapter 8, the summary of the thesis
and further recommendations are presented.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Part of this chapter has been published as

Chowdhuri, M. A. K., Xia, Z., 2010. Elimination of Stress Singularity from
Interface Corner and Measurement of Interface Bonding Strength: A review.
International Review of Mechanical Engineering, 4(7), 908-916.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Bi-material interfaces exist in many advanced materials and engineering
structures. It has been established that because of the presence of the stress
concentration/singularity at the interface corner, failure may initiate from the
interface corner. In order to characterize the interface properties, it is necessary to
determine the bonding strength of interface accurately by eliminating the stress
singularity. This chapter presents a brief review on the studies available in open
literature covering the stress singularity analysis at bi-material interface,
determination of the order of the stress singularity, stress singularity elimination
techniques, and measurement of the interface strength. Finally, the objectives of
the current research are presented.

1.1

BI-MATERIAL INTERFACES

Interfaces between reinforcement and matrix in composite materials; metal
and ceramic in electronic packaging and metal coating; ceramic and polymer in
biomaterials; sensor and structural components in smart structures; and solder
joints in electronics are some of the typical examples of bi-material interface. As
one kind of composite material structure, bi-material lap joints have been widely
used in aircraft, spacecraft, helicopters and automotive industries (Chaudhuri and
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Chiu, 2009). Usually, these joints can satisfy some special requirements of
engineering structures that cannot be fulfilled by using single material
components. For example, ceramics/metal joints can make full use of the
superiority of both materials, such as the resistance to high temperature and
corrosion and unique electronic functions in ceramics, and the ductility and good
machinability of metals (Hu et al., 1998). Other advantages of adhesive bonding
of dissimilar parts in the aerospace, automotive and electronic industries are high
strength to weight ratio, improved appearance, improved corrosion resistance and
cost effectiveness (Kinloch, 1993).
Adhesive bonding has been increasingly used in joining and repairing
load-carrying structural components (Adams and Wake, 1984; Baker and Jones,
1988; Kinloch, 1993). Compared to the mechanical fastening, e.g. riveting or
bolting, adhesive bonding may provide more uniform and efficient load transfer
into the patch and can reduce the risk of high stress concentrations. This leads to
the wide use of bonded repairs instead of using riveted repairs in aircraft
structures (Vlot et al., 2000). One of the common examples of bonded joint is the
single-lap joint. Existing single lap joints are made of two substrates joined by
using the mechanical connection method, chemical connection method or solidphase bonding process.
However, bi-material joint is sensitive to the changes in the geometrical
parameters. These geometrical parameters affect the performances of a bonded
joint. It is well known that there are discontinuities of material and geometry at
the bonding edges in these joints. These discontinuities may cause singularities in
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the stress fields or very high stress concentration near the vertex of the bonding
edges. This stress concentration/singularity may lead to the delamination initiation
in the local area, and subsequently to the global failure of the joint structures (Hu
et al., 1998; De Chen and Chue, 2003).
That is why most researches on bi-material interfaces deal with the stress
singularity. In fact, to characterize the interface properties, sound knowledge on
the stress singularity is required.

1.2

STRESS SINGULARITY AT BI-MATERIAL INTERFACE

The singularity in the stress fields near the free edges of dissimilar
material components is one of the main factors responsible for debonding under
the mechanical and/or thermal loading (Stenger et al., 2000; Wu, 2004).
Numerous studies have shown that the failure often occurs along the
interface/joint between two materials with high property mismatch (e.g., free-edge
delamination in composite laminates and debonding between thin film/substrate)
and improving the interfacial properties (especially reducing the interfacial stress
level) can enhance the overall material/structural behaviors (Kerans et al., 1989;
Hutchinson and Suo, 1992; Kallas et al., 1992; Liechti and Liang, 1992; Gundel et
al., 1995; Krawczak and Pabiot, 1995; Xu et al., 2003). Stress singularity at the
interface between the adhesive and adherend is reported by many researchers
(Williams, 1952; Hein and Erdogan, 1971; Groth, 1988; Akisanya and Fleck,
1997). The existence of bi-material interfaces is an intrinsic characteristic of
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adhesive joints which results in asymptotic singular stress fields at the bi-material
interface corners. This type of stress singularity is the major driving force for the
failure of adhesive joints (Gradin, 1982; Reedy, 1990; Ding and Kumosa, 1994;
Ding et al., 1994). Ding et al., (1994) reported that the corner stress singularity at
an adhesive interface is a major problem for the joint design. Of the many factors
affecting the strength of a bonded joint, the magnitude and distribution of stresses
in both the adhesive layer and substrates are most crucial to the design of bonded
joints. For elastic adhesive layer and the substrates, a complex stress singularity
exists at the termination of the adhesive layer (Bogy, 1971; Hein and Erdogan,
1971). Many researchers considered the case of interface with singularity as a
crack problem in fracture mechanics. The interface corner is identified as a
potential fracture initiation site because of the stress singularity at the interface
corner (Liu and Fleck, 1999; Akisanya and Meng, 2003). Many researchers
reported that fracture always starts at the stress concentration points, which are
often the stress singularities at the corners of elastic/elastic bi-material interfaces
(Williams, 1952; Kondrat'ev, 1967; Stern and Soni, 1976; Grisvard, 1989), or at
joints consisting of anisotropic layers (Leguillon and Sanchez-Palencia, 1987;
Desmorat, 1996; Desmorat and Leckie, 1998; Liu and Fleck, 1999).
To find the analytical solutions of stress distribution near the interface
corners, extensive research has been conducted by many researchers (Bogy, 1968,
1971; Hein and Erdogan, 1971; Theocaris, 1974). Since Tranter (1948) used the
Mellin transforms to obtain an analytical stress solution for an infinite wedge, the
stress singularities in a single-material wedge under different boundary conditions
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has been investigated extensively. For example, Williams (1952) employed the
Airy stress function and the separation of variables to study the single-material
wedge under various boundary conditions. A r−λ (0<λ<1) type singular stress field
was found near the apex of an isotropic elastic material. The value of ‘–λ’ can be
real or complex. Bogy (1968) employed the Mellin transform to treat the wedge
problems of two bonded materials subjected to the surface traction at the
boundaries. The singular stress problems have been studied for the angular
corners of isotropic materials by Williams (1952); Bogy (1968); England (1971);
Stern and Soni (1976); Reedy (1990) and for the multilayered media by
Schmauder (1989); Kelly et al. (1992); Reedy (1993). This study has been
extended to the anisotropic layers by Leguillon and Sanchez-Palencia (1987)
using a numerical method and then by Desmorat (1996) who derived a closedform solution.

Theocaris (1974) studied a multi-material wedge by a series

solution using the Kolosov-Muskhelishvili (Muskhelishvili, 1953) complex stress
functions. Ma and Wu (1990); Munz et al. (1993); Munz and Yang (1994); Yang
and Munz (1994,1997); Chen (1995); Ma (1995); Yang (1998, 1999), all devoted
themselves to the formulation of an angular function for a single or two material
wedges. Sinclair (1999) carried out a detailed investigation on the logarithmic
stress singularities resulting from various boundary conditions in a single-material
wedge. Many other investigators (Cook and Erdogan, 1972; Fenner, 1976;
Barsoum, 1988; Yang and Munz, 1994; Pageau and Biggers, 1995) examined the
behavior of the stress singularity around the wedge, edge crack and the interface
crack.
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Bogy (1968, 1970, 1971); Bogy and Wang (1971); Hein and Erdogan
(1971); Theocaris (1974); and Dempsey and Sinclair (1979, 1981) established the
dependence of the order of the stress singularity on the elastic constants of
materials and local geometry of the multi-material wedges or junctions. Dundurs
(1969) developed two composite elastic parameters to relate the order of the stress
singularity in a two-material wedge. Lazzarin et al. (2002) presented a method for
the evaluation of the singular stress fields in the bonded joints of different
geometries. The stress distributions are represented by a two-term stress
expansion, under the hypothesis that both the first and second terms are in the
variable separable form.
Singular solutions are also used to solve the linear elastic fracture
mechanics problems and the procedures are illustrated in the standard texts
(Liebowitz, 1968; and Kanninen and Popelar, 1985). The singular crack solutions
for the power-law hardening plasticity were studied by Hutchinson (1968); Rice
and Rosengre (1968). Desmorat and Leckie (1998) provided a fast calculation
technique for the 2D-elastic singular strains, stresses and displacements close to
the corners, edges or interface ends of joints constituted of anisotropic layers.
Isotropic results are also derived as a limiting case of the general anisotropic
study. Akisanya and Meng (2003) characterized the stresses near the interface
corner of bonded joints by the interface corner stress intensity factor and the order
of the elastic singularity. Based on the theoretical solution for the order of the
stress singularity, De Chen and Chue (2003) determined the corresponding stress
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intensity factors for a one or two-bonded wedge, under the mechanical or thermal
loadings by using the finite element approach.
Ding et al. (1994) addressed that in evaluating the asymptotic field for the
corner stress singularity, it is essential to consider various joint geometries,
adhesive and adherend elastic properties, and the non-linear material effects.
Marsavina and Craciun (2009) considered the non-linear elasto-plastic material
with Ramberg-Osgood power hardening law bonded to a rigid elastic substrate to
derive asymptotic plane-strain solution near the interface free edge with smallscale yielding. Desmorat and Lemaitre (1998) studied the singularity of the elastic
stress field close to a sharp notch with any angle in a multi-material joint by
means of the complex potential method. The order of the singularity is obtained as
a closed-form solution depending upon the angle of the sharp notch. Studies have
also shown that for the joints bonded with brittle adhesives, the intensity of the
stress singularity at the interface corner could be used to predict the failure of the
bonded joints (Groth, 1988; Reedy, 1990).
The stress behavior at the interface corner of three materials has been
investigated by Qian and Akisanya (2001). It was found that the stresses near such
interface corner are significantly higher than those at a free-edge corner of two
materials under the same thermal loading conditions. Qian (2001) considered the
stresses near the wedge corner consisted of a singular stress term and a regular
constant stress term. The influence of adhesive joint design parameters such as
the type of joint, geometry and material properties on the generalized stress
intensity factors are presented by Lazzarin et al. (2002).
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1.3

ELIMINATION OF THE STRESS SINGULARITY FROM BIMATERIAL INTERFACE

There have been a lot of studies on the characterization of the stresses at
the interface corners of various joint geometries and on the minimization of the
stress singularity. Cherry and Harrison (1970); and Groth and Nordlund (1991)
suggested an iterative procedure for optimizing the geometry of the adherend to
obtain a uniform stress distribution in the adhesive layer, while Adams et al.
(1973) proposed the use of varying adhesive layer thickness to reduce the stress
singularity. Akisanya and Meng (2003) reported that the geometry profile of the
adherend needed to eliminate the stress singularity is complex and it is often
difficult to machine the adherend to the required shape. The type of singularity
depends on the choice of joint geometry, and the elastic and thermal properties of
the materials (Williams, 1952; Bogy, 1968, 1971). Goglio and Rossetto (2010)
confirmed that the most influencing parameter on the stress singularity is the edge
angle.
Sawa et al. (2009) conducted a two-dimensional stress analysis of
adhesive butt joints with elastic circular fillers in the adhesive subjected to the
external tensile loadings and reported that as the amount of filler particles
increased, the stiffness of filler increased and more filler particles approached to
the edges of the interfaces. Thus, the joint strengths were increased. However,
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though joint strengths were increased, the singularity cannot be avoided in this
process.
The shape optimization of bi-material single-lap joints was performed by
Hu et al. (1998). They investigated the free-edge stress singularity and condition
for its disappearance near the vertex of bonding edges in a single-lap joint. On the
basis of sequential linear programming, they proposed a shape-optimization
approach for the single-lap joint. They also reported that the strength of a singlelap joint can be improved significantly by using their optimum technique because
of the stress concentration at the interface can be reduced significantly by using
their proposed optimum approach. According to their recommendation, the
general characteristic of the optimum shapes is that those parts of the two
substrates near the bonding edges should be cut appropriately to make the joint
into a taperred form as shown in Figure 1.1.

θ2 =1800

θ1 =00

θ1 =00
θ2 =1800

Figure 1.1: Schematic of initial shape of a single-lap joint as presented in Hu et
al. (1998)
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They did the anallysis for som
me ranges off shear moduulus and repported that
th
he efficiency
y of the shaape optimizaation becomees lower with increasinng ratio of
sh
hear modulii, μ2/μ1. It is
i also prov
ved later thaat this desiggn is not ennough for
co
omplete rem
moval of the stress singu
ularity. Qian and Akisannya (1999) proposed a
sccarf joint off two materials and a sccarf joint connsisting of a thin layer of elastic
so
olid sandwicched betweeen two substtrates, as shoown in Figuure 1.2, to reemove the
sttress singulaarity at the in
nterface corn
ner.

Figure 1.2: Scarf
S
joint geometries
g
as presented in Qian andd Akisanya ((1999) (a)
A scarf joint consisting
c
of two long elastic
e
materiials (b) A sccarf joint connsisting of
a thin layer off elastic solid sandwicheed between ttwo substratees
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They concluded that it is impossiblee to comppletely elim
minate the
siingularity in
n many practtical joint prroblems butt the free eddge singulariity can be
minimized
m
by
b an apprropriate sellection of materials and joint geometry
ch
haracterized
d by the scarrf angle, γ. However,
H
thhey also menntioned that for some
sp
pecific mateerial propertiies, their dessign can elim
minate the sttress singulaarity from
th
he interface corner
c
consiidering as a plane
p
strain pproblem.
An op
ptimized Iossipescu speccimen (Figuure 1.3) for the shear ttesting of
ad
dhesive joints to avoid (or reduce) th
he bi-materiaal stress singgularity was proposed
by
y Ding et al.. (1996).

Figure 1.3: Rectangular
R
plate with a skewed intterface as presented in D
Ding et al.
(1
1996)
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They determined a critical skewed interface angle of θs = 126° (see Figure
1.3) and reported that if the skewed interface angle is greater than this value, the
singularity of asymptotic stress field at the bi-material wedge will totally
disappear irrespective of the mechanical properties of the two materials making
up the wedge. Liu and Fleck (1999) mentioned that the scarf joints are preferable
over butt joints as the adhesive is loaded by a combination of shear and tension
rather than in a tensile peel mode, resulting higher joint strengths.
It should be pointed out that all the above cases of scarf joint may
eliminate the stress singularity in the width direction only but could not eliminate
the singularity in the thickness direction. In fact, any 2D geometry with a straight
edge cannot eliminate the stress singularity completely. Any scarf joint as shown
in Figure 1.2 may remove the singularity from one corner of the interface, but
there will be stress singularity at other corner of the interface.
A three-dimensional eigen function expansion approach for the prediction
of the singular stress field in the neighborhood of the interfacial front of an
adhesively bonded scarf joint is presented by Chaudhuri and Chiu (2009). They
provided two solutions for the elimination of the stress singularity at scarf joints.
One is by changing the materials and another one is by designing the joint with
the wedge angle that satisfies certain conditions. Their specimen was made from
two pieces of rectangular plates (same dimensions), which were adhesively
bonded by means of a scarf joint. However, their proposed design has the same
limitation as described earlier for the 2D scarf joint given in Figure 1.2.
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A speecimen desig
gn as shown in Figure 1..4 is proposeed in Xu et al. (2004)
to
o remove th
he stress sin
ngularity at the free eddge of the interface. T
They also
cllaimed that it can pro
ovide reason
nable interfaacial strenggth measurem
ment and
su
uppress edgee debonding of dissimilaar material jooints.

Figure 1.4: Specimen
S
with
w convex interface
i
(Pllane strain) aas presentedd in Xu et
all. (2004)

They

selected

typical

polycarbona
p
ate/aluminum
m

joints

for

the

demonstration
n of their proposed design
d
throuugh an in--situ photo elasticity
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experiment. They reported that the stress intensity (indicates the existence of
singularity) has decreased by several orders in their proposed joint. They also
mentioned that the higher fringe orders signifying larger stress intensity move
away from the interface towards the polycarbonate curved edge. In fact, this
design also cannot eliminate the stress singularity in the thickness direction since
the plane strain condition cannot be realized near the two boundary surfaces in
thickness direction. In addition, the cross-sectional area of the specimen close to
the interface is notably reduced and, as a result, the material may fail before the
interface failure.

Addressing the above problems, Lauke et al. (2003); Schneider et al.
(2003) and Lauke (2007) proposed a new type of specimen configurations by
introducing a curved interface between two materials in the flat coupon specimen
as shown in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5: Specimen
S
with
w
curve in
nterface (Pllanar Specim
men) as preesented in
Lauke
L
(2007))
This method
m
succcessfully elim
minates the sstress singullarity along the width
direction butt not along the thickneess directionn. The simiilarity and ddifference
between an ax
xi-symmetriic joint and a plane straiin joint weree pointed outt by Li et
all. (2000). Th
he similarity is that the stresses near the bond eddges of the jooints have
th
he same sing
gularity. Thee difference is that the sstresses in ann axi-symmetric joint
caannot be dettermined as a plane strain
n deformatioon joint undeer prescribedd traction.
Therefore,
T
asymptotic descriptions fo
or the stress fields near tthe bond edgges of the
jo
oints must be
b different under
u
axi-sy
ymmetric de formation annd under plane strain
deformation, even though
h the stress singularitiess are same ((Koguchi, 19997; Li et
all., 2000). Th
hat’s why all the propossed designs ppresented abbove based oon the 2D
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plane strain analysis
a
cann
not eliminatee the stress ssingularity ccompletely. T
To clearly
un
nderstand th
he stress sing
gularity in alll directions,, 3-D analyssis is neededd. The fact
iss clearly desscribed by Wang
W
and Xu
X (2006) inn Figure 1.66. At one eedge there
ex
xists no sing
gularity but in the otherr edge there exists the sstress singulaarity. The
2D
D plane straain analysis only
o
deals with
w the edgee that has no singularity. Also, the
sttress concen
ntration in the
t axi-sym
mmetric jointts could be reduced byy varying
su
uitably the edge
e
angle and
a then the strength of joints couldd be improveed (Wang
an
nd Xu, 2006
6).

Figure 1.6: Specimen with conv
vex interfacce (Planar Specimen) showing
siingularity ass presented in
n Wang and
d Xu (2006)
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Wang and Xu (2006) proposed
p
a new
n axi-sym
mmetric convvex joint forr the least
frree-edge stress singularrity shown in Figure 11.7. They coonducted quuasi-static
teension and dynamic
d
tenssion experim
ments of bothh straight annd convex bi-material
jo
oints. They showed thatt the convex
x joint yieldds an increasse in the finnal failure
sttrength (up to
t 22%) com
mpared to thee traditional sstraight-edged joint.

Figure 1.7: Specimen witth axi-symm
metric conve x interface aas presentedd in Wang
an
nd Xu (2006
6)
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Xu (2006) also proposed a similar design for determining the interface
strength between epoxy and E-glass by creating a proper bonding angle through
machining a circumferential fillet between two materials. With that design the
stress singularity is avoided but the cross-sectional area of the specimen in the
epoxy segment is reduced and the stress concentration is produced in the epoxy
material at the area near the interface, as a result, the epoxy may fail before the
interface failure.
As the complexity of stress singularity at the vertex of a general 3-D joint
can be avoided for an axi-symmetric joint (Zhixue, 2006), Wu (2008) performed
finite element analysis of a curved interface using axi-symmetric model for the
elimination of the stress singularity. However, they admitted that the practical
applications of their results may be very limited. They also mentioned that a
suitable failure criterion for a bi-material joint is very important in the situation
without any stress singularity since the influence of material mismatch parameters
and interface geometry on the different stress components is not the same.

1.4

MEASUREMENT OF INTERFACE BONDING STRENGTH

The measurement of the interface bonding strength of bi-materials is more
complicated than the measurement of tensile or shear strength of a homogeneous
material. The current practices for the measurement of interface strength of bimaterials can be classified into two separate test methods: tensile test and shear
test. These two test methods are with different specimen designs and test
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procedures, or in other words, the specimen design and test setup for testing
tensile strength cannot be used for shear strength testing, and vice versa.
For the shear strength test, most commonly used methods are in the
category of lap joint tests, such as these specified in ASTM D3165 (2007) and
ASTM D3528 (2008). In these standard test setups, shear stress is generated by
the tensile load at the two ends of the specimen. The interface shear strength is
obtained through dividing the maximum tensile load by the area of the bonding
interface. Ideally, the pure shear stress should be parallel to the bonding plane in
the test to obtain the correct interface shear strength. The current test setups,
however, generate a multi-axial stress status at the bond termini areas, and as a
result, the specimen could be failed in shear, tensile, or cleavage crack mode
(Pizzi, 1994). Tensile bonding strength tests are based on the butt joint specimen
as described in ASTM D897 (2008) and ASTM D2095 (2008), where tensile
loadings are applied to the two ends of the specimen. The interface tensile
strength is obtained through dividing the maximum tensile load by the crosssectional area of the bonding interface. The disadvantage of this test setup is the
existence of the stress singularity at the interface free edge. Theoretically, the
stress will be infinite at the free edge of the interface due to the singularity.
Therefore, it is not accurate or doesn’t make sense to calculate the interface
strength by the ratio of the failure load to the entire bonding area. It should be
noted that the above ASTM standards are mainly for measuring the bonding
strength between two materials by using a third adhesive medium, and in this
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way, it may not be an exact bi-material interface unless the two materials are
directly bonded without the third adhesive medium.
For fiber reinforced composites, the interface failure has been the main
concern in design and applications. Many experimental methods have been
suggested to determine the interface strength between fiber and matrix in
composite materials, such as single fiber pull-out, push-out tests (Chua et al.,
1992; Drzal, 2000; Xu et al., 2005), droplet test (Miller et al., 1987), single-fiber
fragmentation test (Zhou et al., 2001) and peel-off test (Alimuddin and Piggott,
1999). Except for the peel-off test, which mainly concerns the tensile strength,
other methods quoted above are to measure the shear bonding strength.
Many investigations have been carried out on butt, scarf and lap adhesive
joints using finite element method (Gradin, 1982; Reedy, 1990), photo elastic
experiments (Ding and Kumosa, 1994) and the theory of elasticity (Weissberg,
1988; Ding et al., 1994). All those approaches encounter difficulties to accurately
determine the value of the bonding strength. Because, all of them have the same
disadvantages as ASTM standard methods: the non-uniform multi-axial stress
distribution over the interface area and/or the presence of singularities of the
interfacial stress components.
Another important consideration in determining the interface bonding
strength of bi-materials is the size effect. There are two different terms used for
size effect; the material size effect and the mechanics size effect. Material size
effect is due to the initial material defects. Even for a simple tensile test of
homogeneous material, specimens with different sizes may yield different results.
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Of course, the obtained results depend on the degree of defects. However, by
making specimens from the same material carefully, more consistent results might
be obtained. However, for a butt tensile specimen fabricated from two dissimilar
materials (singularity exist), the normal stress distribution across the flat interface
is not uniform according to the previous discussion. Obviously, this type of
specimen will provide data with a stronger size effect in the context of mechanical
behavior. Moreover, the mechanics size effect (related to the free-edge stress
singularity) will be coupled with the material size effect, and thus lead to
complexities in the measurement data because they cannot be treated as the
intrinsic material properties. Therefore, the measured nominal interfacial strengths
based on the current test standards cannot be used in mechanics predictions,
because the interfacial properties obtained from the laboratory tests are quite
different from the real values of structures in service (Xu et al., 2004). Any data
obtained from specimen containing singularity need careful consideration of the
size effect.
For the failure criterion of bi-material interface, the concept of stress is
very useful if there is no stress singularity at the interface. However, as a basis for
the prediction of failure, the concept of stress becomes meaningless when the
structure encompasses singularities as a result of discrete stiffness steps or
geometric anomalies such as cracks (Van Tooren and Krakers, 2006).
So, in order to measure the interface bonding strength more reasonably
and accurately, the singularity elimination is a must. If there is no stress
singularity at the interface, even if the stress distribution are not uniform along
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interface, the interface debonding should initiate from certain critical point where
the interface stress state reaches certain limit value. Such limit value represents
the actual interface strength property for a given bi-material interface. Also, in
that case the mechanics size effect may be reduced to minimum if the specimens
are carefully manufactured and tested. Moreover, in practical applications, the bimaterial interface can be in multi-axial stress status with various combinations of
normal and shear stresses depending on the loading conditions. Therefore, besides
the pure tensile strength and the pure shear strength, a general biaxial normalshear bonding strength criterion, for example, in the form of a strength envelope
in normal-shear stress plane, is needed to realistically and adequately characterize
the strength of bi-material interface.

From the above review, it can be concluded that:
i)

The current test standards for interface shear and tensile strength
measurements may merely give the loading capacity of the specimen,
instead of accurate values of the bi-material interface strength as intended
although they can still be useful as a relative comparison of bonding
strengths of different combinations of bi-materials.

ii)

Current test standards can only give separate nominal interface shear and
tensile strength while, in reality, multi-axial stress status and stress
singularity exist at the edge of the bonding interfaces of these specimens
even though the bonding structure is subjected to the simple tensile or
shear load.
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iii)

Improved test methods are therefore needed to avoid the stress singularity
and to obtain reasonable results of bi-material interface bonding strength.
To adequately characterize the bi-material bonding strength for practical
applications, a biaxial normal-shear interface bonding strength criterion
(strength envelope) is also needed.

The measurement of the interface bonding strength is crucial for the design and
applications of structures with two or more materials. With the increasing
applications of bi-material, a branch of solid mechanics, the mechanics of
interface has been rapidly developing in the past two decades. It studies
mechanical behavior, strength, life and optimal design of material interfaces.
Theoretical and experimental characterization/evaluation of bonding strength of
interface is the most important topic for the mechanics of interface.

1.5

OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of this research is to develop a new test method for
the determination of biaxial bonding strength of bi-material interfaces based on,
theoretical solutions for the new designed interface geometry, and applications of
the new knowledge to the design and manufacture of stronger bi-material
interfaces. The main objectives of the proposed research are:

i)

Development of a new test method to characterize the interface bonding
strength of bi-materials more accurately and realistically.
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ii)

Development

of

analytical

models

for

the

elastic/elastic,

elastic/viscoelastic and viscoelastic/viscoelastic bi-material interfaces,
obtaining solutions for the critical bonding angle, which delineates the
finite and singular stress fields.
iii)

Determination of the biaxial shear-normal bonding strength of bi-material
interface according to the proposed method.

iv)

Application of the new test method and theories to optimize the design of
bi-material interfaces, such as in the area of dental restorations.
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CHAPTER 2
NEW METHOD TO DETERMINE BONDING STRENGTH OF
BI-MATERIAL INTERFACE

An innovative method to determine the bonding strength of bi-material
interface is developed and presented in this Chapter. The developed method
includes a new design of the specimen with special interface geometry to
eliminate the stress singularity, test methodology and an iterative calculation
technique integrated with FEM analysis to determine the interface biaxial normalshear bonding strength envelope.

2.1

DESIGN OF THE SPECIMEN

A cylindrical specimen of two bulk materials with a spherical interface as
shown in Figure 2.1 is developed to measure the interface bonding strength
between the two materials. In this design, the soft material is at the convex side of
the interface, while the hard material is at the concave side of the interface. The
bonding angle, θ0, is defined as the angle between the tangent of the spherical
interface at the free edge to the generator of the cylindrical surface as shown in
Figure 2.1.
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For a given pair of materials, there exists a critical value of the bonding
angle, θc, which delineates the singular and non-singular stress field near the free
edge of the interface. When  0   c , the stress singularity at the free edge can be
avoided and a finite stress field along the spherical bi-material interface can be
obtained. The stress distribution along the interface would not be uniform;
however, it can be accurately determined by either the analytical or numerical
analysis methods.

It should be noticed that the critical bonding angle, θc, is dependent on the
mechanical properties of the two materials. The critical bonding angle, θc, is
essentially an upper bound of the bonding angle  0 to avoid the stress singularity.
Actual selection of the specimen geometry, i.e. the  0 can be accommodate
according to the test equipment and specimen fabrication requirements as soon as
the condition  0   c is satisfied.

Finite element stress analysis has been performed on the specimen
geometry with an extreme case of material combination by assuming a rigid hard
material bonded with a soft material (in the FEM analysis assuming the hard
material stiffness several order larger than that of the soft material). It is found
that the critical bonding angle is 45° for this combination of materials. Thus, this
design of geometry of  0  45 can be universally applied to any combination of
two elastic materials.
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excessive stresses exist near the free edge of the interface and these stress values
increase without convergent limits with the increase of mesh density, this
indicates that the stress singularity occurs at the free edge of the interface for that
bonding angle. However, if finite values of the interface stresses are exhibited and
the stress convergence is confirmed by the increase of FEM mesh density, this
indicates a non-singular stress case. Another fact should be mentioned that there
is no interface stress singularity for the application of pure torsional load on the
new designed specimen.
To accurately determine the range of bonding angles with or without the
stress singularity, the use of an analytical solution could be convenient. The stress
field near the free edge of an interface can be deduced into the following
asymptotic form (Qian and Akisanya, 1999).

 ij  Hr  1 f ij ( ,  ,  ,  )

(i, j =1, 2)

(2.2)

In the above expression, r , are the polar coordinate, H is the generalized stress
intensity factor,  ,  are the Dundurs’ (1969) parameters which depend on the
combinations of elastic constants of the two materials,



where,  m 

1 k 2  1  k1  1 2
1 k 2  1  k1  1 2
Ej

2 m  1

,  

1 k 2  1  k1  1 2
1 k 2  1  k1  1 2

(2.3)

, k m  3  4 m , μ is the shear modulus, E is the elastic

modulus, ν is the Poisson’s ratio and subscript m is the material index . The  is
eigenvalue obtained from the solution of analytical model.
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From Equation (2.2) it is clear that the order of the stress singularity at the
edge of the bonded joint is λ-1. If 0    1 , the stress component goes to infinite
when r  0 , i.e. there exists the stress singularity. Any angle less than the critical
bonding angle will lead λ > 1, thereby eliminates the stress singularity. It can be
verified that, for the lap joint as specified in ASTM D3165 ( 2007) and ASTM
D3528 (2008) and the butt joint specimen as described in ASTM D897 (2008)
and ASTM D2095 (2008), the stress singularities always exist at the free edge of
the interfaces, i.e.   1  0 .

Our interest is now on the other phase of the stress field solution: for

  1 , the stress singularity will be eliminated. If the specimen geometry is
designed as the present method to avoid the stress singularity under the global
tensile or torsional or combined loadings, a finite interface stress field could be
accurately obtained for each global loading case. Although the interface stress
field is generally not uniform and the normal and shear interface stress
components can co-exist, the interface failure (debonding) will be physically
initiated at a certain point of the interface with a certain limit stress state. Such
limit of stress states represents the bonding strength of the interface. For general
combined interface normal and shear stress states, such limit of stress states can
be mathematically formulated as a certain interface bonding strength criterion.
Note that, the interface bonding strength criterion is physically an inherent
mechanical property of each particular bi-material interface. The procedure for
obtaining the bonding strength criterion (envelope) through an appropriate
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experimental procedure with the specially designed specimen geometry (as
described earlier) will be described in the following sections.

2.2

TEST PROCEDURE

Test procedures to determine the biaxial normal-shear bonding strength
criterion (envelope) for a bi-material interface can be summarized as:

a)

For a given bi-material combination the critical bonding angle for the
designed specimen geometry, Fig. 2.1 can be determined through
analytical stress analysis method (asymptotic stress analysis near the free
edge of the interface, for details, see later chapters). The critical bonding
angle result can be further verified by the FEM numerical analysis.
The appropriate geometry of the specimen, more specifically, the bonding
angle,  0   c thus can be determined.

b)

Tests on the designed specimens with pure torsional, pure normal and
different ratios of the combined normal and torsional loadings are
performed. For each test case, the maximum failure load is recorded.
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c)

FEM analysis for each test loading case is carried out and the interface
normal and shear stress distributions for the maximum failure load
obtained through experiments are determined.
It should be pointed out that the FEM analysis may not be limited to an
elastic analysis only. Depending on the types of the bi-material and the
maximum strength range of the bi-material interface, more accurate
nonlinear analyses, such as elastoplastic or viscoelastic analyses may be
necessary. There is no principal difficulty to perform the nonlinear FEM
analysis as long as the material properties can be accurately calibrated.

d)

The biaxial normal-shear interface bonding strength criterion (envelope) is
determined by an iterative calculation method and will be described in the
following section.

2.3

ITERATION CALCULATION METHOD TO DETERMINE THE
INTERFACE STRENGTH ENVELOPE

It is noted that the interface normal and shear stress distributions are not
uniform along the interface even though there is no stress singularity. For the pure
torsional loading case, there is no normal interface stress component; therefore,
the maximum interface shear stress, denoting as  s , can be taken as the shear
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strength of the bi-material interface. For the pure global normal loading and other
combined normal-shear loading cases, both the normal and shear interface stress
components exist. Therefore, a biaxial bonding strength criterion (envelope) is
required to define the interface bonding strength. The criterion can be expressed
as,
f ( n ,  )  C

(2.4)

where  n and  are the interface normal and shear stress components,
respectively, and C is a constant. The function f and the constant C can be
determined through the following iteration procedure:

(i) The effective stress is taken as the first trial criterion, i.e.
f (1) ( n ,  )   n2  3 2  3 s

(2.5)

The constant C  3 s is obtained by applying the pure torsional loading case in
which  n  0 .

From the interface normal and shear stress curves, the location of the maximum
value of

 n2  3 2 along the interface is identified and the corresponding pair

of normal and shear stress values which contributes for the effective stress is
recorded for each test case. These pairs of stresses are denoted as [ n, j ,  j ](1) , j =
1, …, N, with N being the number of tests. Note that except the point [0,  s ]
obtained from the pure shear test, other N-1 points generally would not be on the
curve expressed by Eq. (2.5).
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(ii) The second trial criterion is obtained by the best fitting of the above data
points, [ n, j ,  j ](1) , j = 1, …, N, and denoted as

f (2) ( n , )  C ( 2)

(2.6)

From the interface normal and shear stress curves, the location of the maximum
value of f ( 2) ( n , ) along the interface are found and the corresponding pair of
normal and shear stress values are recorded for each test case. These pairs of
stresses are denoted as [ n, j ,  j ]( 2) , j = 1, …, N, with N being the number of tests.

(iii) The third trial criterion are obtained f (3) ( n , )  C (3) by the best fitting of
the above data points, [ j ,  j ] ( 2 ) , j = 1, …, N.

(iv) The steps (ii) and (iii) are repeated until converged results are obtained.

The present developed method will be illustrated in details through the application
examples in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 for the elastic/elastic, elastic/viscoelastic and
viscoelastic/viscoelastic bonded joints respectively.
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CHAPTER 3
MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION AND TEST SET UP

The current Ph.D. research project involves a considerable amount of
experimental work. Tensile tests are conducted to determine materials’ elastic
properties. To determine the viscoelastic properties, relaxation tests are carried
out on the viscoelastic materials. Finally, tensile, torsional and combined tensiontorsional loading tests are carried out to determine the interface bonding strength
envelope. This chapter discusses about the experimental facilities and set up
preparation for conducting the above experiments. The results for characterizing
basic elastic or viscoelastic properties of three tested materials: aluminum, epoxy
and polyvinylchloride (PVC) are presented in this chapter.

3.1

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

3.1.1

Tensile and Viscoelastic Testing System

The 810 Material Testing System (MTS Systems Corporation, USA) is
used for the tensile and relaxation tests. The system is shown in Figure 3.1. This
system has the testing capabilities for low or high force, static or dynamic testing
of materials ranging from plastics, composites to metals and alloys. By selecting
from a variety of force capacities, servo valve flow ratings, pump capacities,
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Figure 3.1: Teesting machine for tensile and viscoelastic experriment
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The teest set up is connected to
o a computeer loaded witth MTS 793 software.
Once
O
a specim
men is loadeed, the transducers can bbe zeroed froom the com
mputer. All
th
he required tests
t
data aree stored in a text file in tthe computerr. Two extennsometers
arre used to measure
m
the displacemen
nt in the axiial and transsverse directtions. The
ex
xtensometerrs are shown in Figure 3..2.

Figure 3.2: Axial
A
and diam
metrical exteensometers
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634.11/31 Axial Extensometer, which is good for both the tensile and
fatigue testing of materials, are used to record the axial displacement of the gauge
length of specimen. This extensometer provides the superior performance in
linearity, repeatability, hysteresis, low activation force, and ease of use. MTS’
cross-flexure system ensures that the strain gages are always subjected to true
center point bending, and stable clamping force. Zero set pin or zero stop provides
a quick, accurate setup that is repeatable. For displacement in transverse direction
another diametrical extensometer is used. Both the extensometers can acquire data
with very high precision and accuracy.

3.1.2

Mold Design

A new mold shown in Figure 3.3 is designed and manufactured to make
the interface testing specimen. The proposed specimen is cylindrical shape with
spherical interface as described in Chapter 2. The mold has two sections with
different diameters. The lower portion is for the hard material part of the
specimen whereas the upper portion is for the soft material. The diameter of the
mold for the hard material is chosen as equal to the specimen diameter. In order to
ensure a perfect bonding between these two materials, the soft material is allowed
to flow over the hard material by 4mm. That’s why the diameter of the mold for
the soft material is also maintained 4 mm larger than that for the hard material.
Later the extra portion of the soft material on the specimen is removed by
machining before conducting the interface bonding strength test.
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Figure 3.3: Mold
M
for mak
king interfacee testing speecimen

3.1.3

Multi Axiial Testing Machine
M

The multi
m
axial teesting machin
ne shown inn Figure 3.4 iis used to coonduct the
in
nterface streength tests. It has the capability to apply tensile, torsiional and
co
ombined loaads (torsion and tension)). Details off the multi-aaxial test maachine can
be found in Ellyin
E
and Wolodko
W
(199
97) and Xu (22006).
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Figure 3.4: Multi
M
axial testing machin
ne

3.1.4

Grip Desiign

The original
o
gripss of the multti axial testinng machine are too heavvy for the
men. A new
w gripping sy
ystem is thuus designed. Figure 3.5 sshows the
prresent specim
T
grrip design. The
T 3MTM Sccotch-WeldTM
Epoxy Addhesive DP4460, which is cured in

24
4 hours at ro
oom temperaature, is used
d to glue thee specimen too the flange grip. The
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tw
wo flanges are
a bolted to the machinee and then thhe adhesive is applied too both the
sp
pecimen and
d flanges’ center holes.

Figure 3.5: Grip
G to hold th
he interface testing speccimen in mullti-axial macchine

The leength of the adhesive arrea is one off the key facctors to be considered
n designing the
t grip systtem. For fixeed dimensionns ‘D’ and ‘‘d’ in Figuree 3.6, glue
in
leength ‘l’ can
n be calculateed to ensure that the streength of the adhesion beetween the
grrips and the specimen is much greater than the sstrength of thhe interface.
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Figure 3.6: Grip
G dimensio
on to calculaate glue lenggth

For torsional load, the maaximum torq
que the grip ccan transfer is
ult
ult
M grip
  glue
dl.

d  ult
ult
2
u
is the gluee’s maximuum shear
, where  glue
  glue
g d l
2 2

sttrength.
The
T torque att the interfacce
M

ult
int



ult
3
 bond
dD

16
6

So the condition to be sattisfied is,
ult
u
M grip
 M inult
nt

Or,
O


2



ult
glu
ue

d l
2

ult
 int
D3

166

Epoxy
y is used as the soft maaterial in thiis research. The adhesivve’s shear
sttrength is higher
h
than that
t
of the epoxy mateerial. Considdering epoxxy’s shear
sttrength in bo
oth sides, thee above cond
dition becom
mes
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D3
l 2
8d

By conducting a similar analysis for tensile loading, the condition becomes

l

D2
2.8d

So, the glue length should be
D3 D2
l  max( 2 ,
)
8d 2.8d
Considering d = 20.5 mm and D = 20 mm, the glue length is obtained as l  7 mm
Considering the factor of safety the glue length is designed as 30 mm.

The grip design described above is excellent for maintaining perfect
alignment of the specimen in the testing machine. However, the main
disadvantage of the grip is the amount of time required for conducting the test, as
the adhesive/glue takes 24 hours to be completely cured. To overcome this
limitation a modified grip ER 32 system shown in Figure 3.7 is designed. The
base of the grip is a large plate with 6 bolt holes, which is used to mount the grip
securely to the test machine. The back of the plate has a 0.08 inch flat circular
indentation concentric with the base plate. The extended cylindrical portion of the
base plate is for an ER 32 collet. The internal wall of the collet mount is tapered at
8° to facilitate collet closure. Furthermore, the outer surface of the collet mount is
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th
hreaded with
h M40x1.5 to
o accommod
date an ER 332 collet nut.. During opeeration, an
ER
E 32 collet is inserted into the cav
vity of the coollet mount,, followed bby the test
sp
pecimen into
o the collet. An ER 32
2 collet nut is then screewed over ttop of the
orriginal colleet, which is then
t
tighteneed using a m
matching colllet wrench to tighten
th
he collet arou
und the speccimen.

Figure 3.7: Modified
M
grip
p to hold the interface tessting specim
men
Howeever, this mo
odified grip system servved well forr the specim
men made
m
Th
his grip cann
not hold thee viscoelasticc materials ffor a long
frrom elastic materials.
tiime because of the creep
p/relaxation properties oof the viscoeelastic materrials. This
prroblem has been overccome by attaching a tap
apered alumiinum end ccap at the
viscoelastic end/ends
e
of the
t specimen
n.
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3.2

MATERIAL TESTING

3.2.1

Materials Selection

Three different materials are used in this research. These materials are
selected based on their applicability, availability, machinability and low cost. The
selected materials are aluminum, epoxy and polyvinylchloride (PVC). Aluminum
and epoxy are used for the determination of the interface bonding strength
between two elastic materials. Epoxy is a viscoelastic polymer and its properties
are time and loading-rate dependent. It is assumed that the properties of a
viscoelastic material obtained with a very fast loading rate can be considered as
the elastic properties of the material. To find the effect of material’s
viscoelasticity on the interface bonding strength, the same materials combination
(Aluminum/Epoxy) is used to determine the interface bonding strength between
elastic and viscoelastic materials. For the viscoelastic/viscoelastic interface, PVC
and epoxy are used as the hard and soft materials. Short descriptions on the
selected materials are given below.

Aluminum
Aluminum is frequently observed in many engineering applications. They
are used in transportation, automobiles, airplanes, household objects, including a
varied assortment of utensils etc. They are commercially available in different
sizes and shapes. The advantages of aluminum are light weight, corrosion
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resistant, good machinability, ductility, and good electrical and thermal
conductivity.

Epoxy
Among the various types of polymers, the use of epoxy is extensive.
Epoxy is a thermosetting copolymer; generally formed from two different
chemicals: resin and hardener. Epoxies have excellent adhesion, chemical and
heat resistance, good mechanical and electrical insulating properties. Another
advantage of the epoxy material is that the properties of epoxy can be modified.
The

applications

of

epoxy-based

materials

include

coatings, adhesives and composite materials. Epoxy adhesives are used in the
construction of aircraft, automobiles, bicycles, boats, golf clubs, skis, snowboards
and the rotor blades of wind turbines etc.

PVC

The use of PVC (polyvinylchloride) is also very common. PVC is a
thermoplastic vinyl polymer. The structure of PVC is (-CH2-CHCl-)n , which is
similar to the polyethylene, except that, on everyother carbon in the backbone
chain, one hydrogen atom is replaced by a chlorine atom. PVC is a very popular
polymer because of its excellent corrosion resistance, weather resistance, low
moisture absorption, good dimensional strength and low cost as well. It also has a
high strength-to-weight ratio and good electrical and thermal insulating
properties. Specific applications of PVC include nuts, filters, signs, tanks, pipes,
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bolts, valves, bushings, tank, ducts, sprinkler systems, pump parts and fittings,
etc.

3.2.2

Determination of the Elastic Properties of Materials

All the materials used in this research are considered to be isotropic and
homogeneous. Thus, in order to characterize the elastic materials, only two
properties; elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio are necessary. Elastic modulus is
the ratio of the stress to the strain up to the proportional limit and elastic Poisson’s
ratio is defined as the negative ratio of the transverse strain to the axial strain in
the above limit. These properties are determined by the uni-axial tensile tests with
very fast loading rate in the MTS testing machine shown in Figure 3.1.

The elastic properties of aluminum are determined according to the ASTM
B557 (2010) standard method. The cylindrical specimens are prepared from a
commercial Al6061-T6 aluminum rod by machining on a computer numerical
controlled (CNC) lathe. Tensile loading is applied on the test specimen and the
axial and radial displacements are measured by the axial and diametrical
extensometer as shown in Figure 3.2. The stress-strain and the transverse strainaxial strain relations of aluminum are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, respectively.
From the proportional portion of these two curves, the elastic modulus and
Poisson’s ratio of aluminum are determined as 71 GPa and 0.3 respectively.
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Figure 3.8: Sttress- strain curve for alu
uminum

Figure 3.9: Determination
D
n of Poisson
n’s ratio for aaluminum
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s
fo
or the determ
mination off elastic properties of eepoxy and
The specimens
PVC are designed according to Sheen (2004). T
The specimenn design is shown in
Figure 3.10.

T
test specimen fo
or epoxy andd PVC
Figure 3.10: Tension

Epoxy
y specimenss are preparred from EP
PON 8131 rresin and EPI-CURE
PI-CURE 30072 have lesss shrinkagee rate and
3072 hardeneer. EPON 8131 and EP
ual stress bu
uilding up inn the specim
men. In adddition, the
grreatly reducce the residu
EPON
E
8131 is
i a flexibiliized, 100 perrcent reactivve, low viscoosity epoxy resin and
widely
w
used in variouss applicatio
ons such ass concrete patching/ressurfacing,
reeinforced plaastics, adhessive and enccapsulation. Both the reesin and harrdener are
pu
urchased fro
om Momentiive Specialty
y Chemicals Inc. (Formeerly known aas Hexion
Specialty Ch
hemicals Incc.) (www.mo
omentive.coom). The ressin and harrdener are
mixed
m
at 79 to
t 21 proporrtions by weiight. Accordding to the pproduct data sheet, the
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mixture
m
has been
b
left tw
wo weeks forr complete ccuring at rooom temperaature. The
cu
ured specim
mens are macchined to maake the desiired size forr the experim
ment on a
co
omputer num
merical conttrolled (CNC
C) lathe thatt provides thhe precise m
machining
of any transiition profile geometry. The stress--strain and tthe transverrse strainax
xial strain cu
urves of the epoxy are shown
s
in Figgures 3.11 an
and 3.12, resppectively.
From the pro
oportional limit portion of the two curves, the elastic moddulus and
Poisson’s ratiio of epoxy are
a determin
ned as 1271 M
MPa and 0.4415 respectivvely.

Figure 3.11: StressS
strain
n curve for epoxy
e
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Figure 3.12: Determinatio
D
on of Poisson’s ratio forr epoxy

PVC is
i available as sheets, ro
ods, and tubiing of many sizes. The sspecimens
fo
or the prop
perties deterrmination of
o PVC aree manufactuured on a computer
nu
umerical con
ntrolled (CN
NC) lathe fro
om commerrcial PVC rood (rigid) off diameter
22.22

mm
m

purchassed

from

Johnstonn

Industriial

Plastiics

Ltd

(w
www.johnsto
onplastics.co
om). The sp
pecimen andd its detail ddimensions aare shown
in
n Figure 3.10
0.
The stress-strain and the tran
nsverse strainn-axial straiin curves off the PVC
arre shown in
n Figures 3..13 and 3.14 respectiveely. From thhe proportioonal limit
portion of thee two curvess the elastic modulus annd Poisson’ss ratio are deetermined
ass 3.38 GPa and
a 0.362, reespectively.
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Figure 3.13: StressS
Strain
n curve for PVC
P

Figure 3.14: Determinatio
D
on of Poisson’s ratio forr PVC
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3.2.3

Determination of the Viscoelastic Properties of Materials

Owing to the wide use of polymeric materials, there is a growing need of
predicting the mechanical behavior of polymers under general loading conditions
(Hu et al., 2003). Viscoelasticity has been primarily focused due to the large scale
development and utilization of polymeric materials. Most of the polymeric
materials have viscoelastic properties. They possess the capacity of both storing
and dissipation of mechanical energy. In many applications, polymers are
reinforced with harder material phases such as fibers, ceramic particles, etc. Thus
viscoelastic characterization of polymeric materials is extremely important. The
time and rate dependent material properties of viscoelastic materials are not
readily available in material data handbooks. It is, therefore, necessary to perform
one or more of the experimental tests to determine the fundamental properties of
these materials (Kim et al., 2010).
To describe the stress and strain states of any linear viscoelastic material,
four basic material functions—Poisson’s ratio, uniaxial relaxation modulus, shear
modulus and bulk modulus are necessary. Similar to the case of an isotropic
elastic material, if only two of the above properties can be determined, the
remaining two can be calculated. This is referred to as the inter conversion of
material functions. Hence, two material functions are often enough for the
complete description of the mechanical behavior of linear viscoelastic materials
(Tscharnuter et al. 2011). In theory, the choice of the two material functions is
arbitrary, but in practice there are limitations that must be considered.
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Tschoegl et al. (2002) indicated that in order to avoid excessive errors
caused by specimen-to-specimen or environmental variations, the measurement of
a pair of viscoelastic material functions must be performed simultaneously on the
same specimen. The simultaneous measurement of two material functions is
possible in a confined compression setup (Qvale and Ravi-Chandar, 2004;
Jerabek et al., 2010a) or a uniaxial relaxation test when the axial and lateral
strains are measured (Jerabek et al., 2010b). The former yields the bulk and the
shear relaxation moduli, whereas, the latter provides the uniaxial relaxation
modulus and Poisson’s ratio. Tscharnuter et al. (2011) further suggest that the
uniaxial stress relaxation test is a standard method to characterize the viscoelastic
materials over the elaborate confined compression test. During the relaxation test,
axial and hoop strains can be determined directly using two strain gauges along
with the axial stress. In that case, the viscoelastic relaxation modulus and
Poisson’s ratio can be determined easily and simultaneously.

3.2.3.1

Linear viscoelastic stress-strain relation

According to the theory of liner viscoelasticity (Christensen, 1982), the
time dependent stress, σ(t) of any viscoelastic material can be expressed as,

 ij (t )   ij
where,  (t ) 

t





 (t   )

t
 ij ( )
 kk ( )
  2   (t   )
d




(3.1)

2  (t )   (t )
;  (t ) and  (t ) are the viscoelastic shear modulus and
1  2 (t )

Poisson’s ratio respectively.
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For simple uniaxial extension, the above equation can be deduced to

 (t ) 

t

 (t )    (t   )  ( ) d 

2 





 (t )   (t ) * G (t )

or,

(3.2)

The time dependent stress, σ(t) of a viscoelastic material subjected to the
unit step constant strain, ε0 can be expressed as

 (t )  G (t )   0

(3.3)

where, G(t) is the relaxation modulus, which is also a function of the loading
time.
The time-dependent Poisson’s ratio, ν(t) of a linearly isotropic viscoelastic
material can be defined as the time-dependent ratio of the transverse/lateral
strain, ε2 (t), to the axial step constant strain ε0 (Tschoegl et al. 2002).

 (t )  

 2 (t )
0

(3.4)

From Equation (3.4) it is quite clear that the viscoelastic Poisson’s ratio
should be determined by a uniaxial relaxation test in which the strain in the axial
direction is maintained as constant.

3.2.3.2

Experimental Procedures

For the relaxation test of epoxy 4% axial strain is attained within a very
short time and then the strain is held for about one and half hour. During this
period, time, load, axial strain and transverse strain are recorded in every second.
From the measured data, the relaxation modulus and viscoelastic Poisson’s ratio
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of the epoxy
y are determ
mined using Equations ((3.3) and (33.4). The axxial strain,
ax
xial stress, relaxation
r
modulus
m
and Poisson’s rratio of epoxxy obtainedd from the
reelaxation tesst are shown
n in Figures 3.15 to 3 .18. The prroperties equual to the
ellastic properrties of epo
oxy are conssidered as th
the viscoelasstic propertiies of the
ep
poxy at timee t = 0.

A
axiaal strain in reelaxation tesst of epoxy
Figure 3.15: Applied
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Figure 3.16: Measured
M
ax
xial stress in relaxation teest of epoxyy

Figure 3.17: Relaxation modulus
m
of epoxy
e
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r
of epoxxy
Figure 3.18: Viscoelasticc Poisson’s ratio

Similaarly, for thee relaxation test of PVC
C, 1.04% axxial strain iss attended
within
w
a very
y short time and then it is hold for about one aand half houur. During
th
his period tiime, load, axial
a
strain and transveerse strain aare recordedd in every
seecond. The axial strain,, axial stresss, relaxationn modulus aand Poisson’’s ratio of
PVC obtained
d from the reelaxation tesst are shown in Figures 33.19 to 3.22.
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Figure 3.19: Applied
A
axiaal strain in reelaxation tesst of PVC

M
ax
xial stress in the relaxatioon test of PV
VC
Figure 3.20: Measured
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Figure 3.21: Relaxation modulus
m
of PVC
P

r
of PVC
C
Figure 3.22: Viscoelasticc Poisson’s ratio
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CHAPTER 4
ELASTIC/ELASTIC BI-MATERIAL INTERFACE

This chapter discusses about the determination of the interface bonding
strength of an elastic/elastic bonded joint by the developed method. Aluminum
and epoxy are chosen for the interface constituent materials. Both materials are
assumed to be elastic and isotropic.

4.1

SPECIMEN DESIGN
A cylindrical specimen of aluminum and epoxy with a spherical interface

is designed as shown in Figure 2.1 (in Chapter 2). The epoxy (material 2) is at the
convex side of the interface, while the aluminum (material 1) is at the concave
side of the interface. The elastic material properties of aluminum and epoxy are
determined in Chapter 3 and given below in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Material properties of aluminum and epoxy

Aluminum

Epoxy

Elastic Modulus

71 GPa

1271 MPa

Poisson’s Ratio

0.3

0.415

__________________________________________________________________
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4.2

DETE
ERMINATIION OF THE STR
RESS SIN
NGULARIT
TY AND
CRIT
TICAL BON
NDING ANG
GLE

4.2.1

Determination of th
he critical bonding aangle by aanalytical
method

The axi- symmetrric model off the developped specimenn shown in C
Chapter 2
(F
Fig 2.1) is sh
hown in Fig
gure 4.1. The radius of tthe sphericaal interface is “a”, the
raadius of the specimen is R and the bo
onding anglee is θ0.

Figure 4.1: Axi-symmetri
A
ic model of the
t developeed bi-materiaal interface
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Bogy(1971); Akisanya and Fleck (1997) and Lauke et al. (2003) represented the
stress and displacement fields for a straight interface edge near the singular point
as follows;

 (r ,  , )  Hr  1 f ( , )


U (r ,  ,  )  Hr f ( , )

(4.1)
(4.2)

where (r ,  ) are the polar coordinates from the edge point of the interface.

For the curved interface the above representation of the stress and displacement
fields can still be used. By using Taylor series expansion, the stress functions near
the edge point can be expressed as,
1
2

 (r ,  ,  )   (r ,  ,  0 )  (r / a )  / (r ,  ,  0 )  (r / a ) 2  // (r ,  ,  0 )  ........ (4.3a)
U (r ,  ,  )  U (r ,  ,  0 )  (r / a ) U / (r1 ,  ,  0 ) 

1
(r / a ) 2 U // (r ,  ,  0 )  ...... …(4.3b)
2

Perlman and Sih (1967); and Aksentain (1967) have shown that the order
of the singularity in the vicinity of the curved edge is to be the same as that in the
two-dimensional plane wedge problem. Later, Ting (1985) repeated the same
comment while studying the stress distribution at the apex of a two–dimensional
curved wedge using axi-symmetric analysis. He concluded that the additional
terms from the curved interface changes the form of the eigen functions only.
From the above discussion, it is clear that though additional terms are
present in Equation (4.3a) due to the curved interface, to find the order of the
stress singularity, consideration of the first term in Equation (4.3a) is quite
enough. Thus, the problem leads to finding of the dependence of order of the
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singularity on the edge angle θ0, which is defined as the bonding angle for the
spherical bi-material interface studied.
Let consider the z-axis as the axi-symmetric axis, ρ is the radial direction
and R is the radius of the cylindrical specimen (Fig. 4.1). Using the elasticity
theory (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1951), the displacement and stress components
in cylindrical coordinates (ρ, ψ, z) can be represented in terms of two harmonic
functions 1 (ρ, z) and 2 (ρ, z). At the same time the following compatibility
equation (Equation 4.4) should be satisfied.

 2
1 
2 
 2 
 2 i  0 , where i = 1, 2
  z 
 

(4.4)

The displacement and stress fields are given by
U   (1 / 2 )


(1  z 2 )


(4.5a)

U z  (1 / 2  )


(1  z 2 )  4(1   ) 2
z

(4.5b)

 

2

(1  z 2 )  2 ( 2 )
2
z


(4.5c)

z 

2

(1  z 2 )  2(2   ) ( 2 )
2
z
z

(4.5d)

 z 

 
[ (1  z 2 )  2(1   ) 2 ]
 z

(4.5e)

where, μ is the shear modulus and ν is the Poisson’s ratio.
From Figure 4.1, with the following geometric relations:

  R  r sin  and z  r cos
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So, r 2    R   z 2 and tan  
2

R
z

Using the above relations, the differential operators are defined as follows:

 cos  
  sin 

r 

r
2
 2 cos 2   2
cos 2   sin 2 
2

sin




r r
 2
r 2
r 2  2
r 2 

 sin  
 cos 

r 
z
r

2
 2 sin 2   2
sin 2   sin 2 
2

cos




r r
r 2  2
r 2 
z 2
r 2
Substituting these into Equations (4.4 and 4.5) and doing some algebraic
manipulations, the transformed equations into the (r, θ) coordinate system are
obtained as,

 2 1 
1 2
1
 cos   
 2 
 2

(sin 

) i  0 , where i = 1, 2
2
 R  r sin 
r
r r r 
r  
 r
(4.6)
U r  U  sin   U z cos 
 (1 / 2  )[


(1   2 .r cos  )  4 cos  (1   ) 2 ]
r

(4.7a)

U   U  cos   U z sin 
1 
 (1 / 2  ) [(  )
(1   2 .r cos  )  4 sin  (1   ) 2 ]
r 

 r    sin 2    z cos2   2 pz sin  cos 


2
  sin  

(1  2 .r cos  )  2[(2   ) cos 
]2
2
r
r
r 

(4.7b)

(4.7c)
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     cos 2    z sin 2   2 pz sin  cos 
(

(4.7d)
 (2   ) sin  
1 
1 2



 2
r
)(


.
cos

)
2
[

cos

]

1
2
2
r
r r r  2
r


 r  ( z    ) sin  cos    z (sin 2   cos 2  )


 1 
 cos  

(
)( 1   2 .r cos  )  2(1   )[sin 
] 2
r r 
r
r 

(4.7e)

Further, with the following expansion
1
1
r
  (1  sin  ) 1
 R  r sin 
R
R

1
r
   ( sin  ) k
R k 0 R
Equation (4.6) becomes,

 2 1 
1 2
1  r
 cos   
 2 
i  0
 2

( sin  ) k (sin 


2
r
r r r 
R k 0 R
r  
 r

(4.8)

Assuming the following asymptotic solutions of the harmonic functions 1 (r , )
and  2 (r , ) ,


1 (r ,  )   (r / R )  1 k f1k ( )
k 0



 2 (r ,  )   (r / R )   k f 2 k ( )
k 0

In general


i (r ,  )   (r / R )   2i  k f ik ( ) ; i =1, 2
k 0

(4.9)
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Substituting Equation (4.9) into Equation (4.8)


[(r / R)

i  k

k 0

(  2  i  k )(  1  i  k ) f ik ( )  (r / R)  i k (  2  i  k ) f ik ( )  (r / R)  i k f ik" ( )







  (r / R) n sin n  sin (  2  i  k )(r / R)  1i k f ik ( )  cos (r / R)  1i k f ik/ ( ) ]  0
n 0

or,


[(r / R)
k 0

i  k

(  2  i  k ) 2 f ik ( )  (r / R)  i k f ik" ( )







 sin n  sin (  2  i  k )(r / R)  1i k n f ik ( )  cos (r / R)  1i k n f ik/ ( ) ]  0
n 0

 i
 1i
By equating the co-efficients of r and r
from both sides of the equation, the

following two equations can be obtained
(  2  i ) 2 f i 0 ( )  f i "0 ( )  0

(4.10a)

and
(  3  i ) 2 f i1 ( )  f i1" ( )  (sin  )(  2  i ) f i 0 ( )  cos( ) f i 0/ ( )

(4.10b)

Solution of Equation (4.10 a) is determined as,
f i 0 ( )  Ai 0 sin(   2  i )  Bi 0 cos(   2  i )

(4.11a)

Using Equation (4.10 a), the solution of Equation (4.10 b) is obtained as
f i1 ( )  Ai1 sin(  3  i )  Bi1 cos(  3  i ) 

Ai 0
B
cos(  1  i )  i 0 sin(  1  i )
4
4

(4.11b)

Based on Liu et al. (1999), the above two terms are the main dominating
terms for the stress state to be singular.
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To identify the materials, a new index ‘m’ is introduced here.
Let, m = 1 for material 1

A11 

A
B
A10 (  1)
B (  1)
, A21  20 , B11  10 2
, B21  20
2
2R
2R
R
R

and m = 2 for material 2

A12 

A10 (  1)
A
B (  1)
B
, A22  20 , B12  10 2
, B22  20
2
2R
2R
R
R

Also, R1  r / R and using k m  3  4 m , Equation (4.7) could be rewritten as

1
(  1) f 10 ( )  R(  3  4 ) cos( ) f 20 ( )
R
R1 R  A1m sin(  1)  B1m cos(  1)  (  k m )sin(  1)  sin(  1) A2 m 
Ur 

 m 2  (  k m )cos(  1)  cos(  1) B2 m


2 U r  R1

(U r )1 

R1 R  A11 sin(  1)  B11 cos(  1)  (  k1 )sin(  1)  sin(  1) A21 

1 2  (  k1 )cos(  1)  cos(  1) B21


(4.12a)
(U r ) 2 

R1 R  A12 sin(  1)  B12 cos(  1)  (  k 2 )sin(  1)  sin(  1) A22 

 2 2  (  k 2 )cos(  1)  cos(  1) B22


(4.12b)





1 /


2U     R1
f 10 ( )  R cos( ) f 20/ ( )  R(3  4 ) sin( ) f 20 ( ) 
R


R1 R  A1m cos(  1)  B1m sin(  1)  A2 m (  k m ) cos(  1)  (  k m ) cos(  1) 
U  

 m 2  B 2 m (  k m ) sin(  1)  (  k m ) sin(  1) 


(U  ) 1  

R1 R  A11 cos(  1)  B11 sin(  1)  A21 (  k1 ) cos(  1)  (  k1 ) cos(  1) 

 1 2  B 21 (  k1 ) sin(  1)  (  k1 ) sin(  1) 


(4.13a)

(U ) 2  

R1 R  A12 cos(  1)  B12 sin(  1)  A22 (  k2 ) cos(  1)  (  k2 ) cos(  1) 

2 2  B22 (  k2 ) sin(  1)  (  k2 ) sin(  1) 



(4.13b)
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 f10" ( )  (  1) f10 ( )  R cos( ) f 20" ( )  2(1   ) R sin( ) f 20' ( )



 R cos( ) f 20 ( )(1  2 )(  k )
 (  1) 2 A10 sin(  1)  (  1) 2 B10 cos(  1)  (  1)A10 sin(  1)  B10 cos(  1) 

1 
 R1 1 2  2(1   ) sin .RA20 cos( )  B20 sin( )  R cos  2 A20 sin( )  2 B20 cos( ) 
R 

  (1  2 )R cos A20 sin( )  B20 cos( )


2
 A1m sin(  1)  B1m cos(  1)  A2m 2 (1   ).2 sin cos( )   (1  2 )   2 cos sin( ) 
 R1 1 

2
 B2m  2 (1   ).2 sin sin( )   (1  2 )   2 cos cos( )


   R1 1

1
R2





















 A1m sin(  1)  B1m cos(  1)  A2m (  k m ) sin(  1)  (  1) sin(  1)  
 R1 1 

B2m (  k m ) cos(  1)  (  1) cos(  1) 


 A11 sin(  1)  B11 cos(  1)  A21 (  k1 ) sin(  1)  (  1) sin(  1)   
(  )1  R1 1 

 B21 (  k1 ) cos(  1)  (  1) cos(  1) 


(4.14a)
 A12 sin(  1)  B12 cos(  1)  A22 (  k m ) sin(  1)  (  1) sin(  1)   
(  ) 2  R1 1 

 B22 (  k 2 ) cos(  1)  (  1) cos(  1) 


(4.14b)





1
f10' ( )  (  2  2)R cos( ) f 20' ( )  R sin( ) f 20 ( )(1  2)
R2

 R  1 (  1) A10 cos(  1)  (  1)B10 sin(  1)  A20 (  2  2)R cos cos( )
 12 








B
(

2
2

)
R

cos

sin(

)
A
(
1
2

)
R

sin

sin(

)
B
(
1
2

)
R

sin

cos(

)
R  20
20
20

 A1m cos(  1)  B1m sin(  1)  A2m (  k m ) cos(  1)  (  1) cos(  1) 
 R1 1 

 B2m (  k m ) sin(  1)  (  1) sin(  1) 


 r  R1 1

 A cos(  1)  B11 sin(  1)  A21 (  k1 ) cos(  1)  (  1) cos(  1) 
( r )1   R1 1  11

 B21 (  k1 ) sin(  1)  (  1) sin(  1) 


(4.15a)
 A cos(  1)  B12 sin(  1)  A22 (  k 2 ) cos(  1)  (  1) cos(  1) 
( r ) 2   R1 1  12

 B22 (  k 2 ) sin(  1)  (  1) sin(  1) 


(4.15b)

Continuity and boundary conditions for the problem are:
At    0 (continuity condition)
(U r )1  (U r ) 2 , (U  )1  (U  ) 2 , (  )1  (  ) 2 , ( r  )1  ( r  ) 2
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At   0 (free surface)
(  ) 2  0, ( r  ) 2  0
At    (free surface)
(  )1  0, ( r  )1  0
Let,  

1
,
2

sin(  1) 0  S1 , sin(  1) 0  S 2 , sin(  1)  S 3 ,
cos(  1) 0  C1 , cos(  1) 0  C 2 , cos(  1)  C 3 ,

sin(  1)  S 4
cos(  1)  C 4

Using these expressions along with the boundary conditions to Equation (4.12)(4.15), the following system of homogeneous linear equations of the eight
constants A1m , B1m , A2 m , B2 m , m = 1, 2 is obtained.

A11S1  A12S1  (  k1 ) A21(S1  S2 )   (  k2 ) A22 (S1  S2 )  B11C1  B12C1  (  k1 ) B21(C1  C2 )
  (  k2 ) B22 (C1  C2 )  0
A11C1  A12 C1  A21 (  k1 )C1  (  k1 )C2   A22 (  k 2 )C1  (  k 2 )C2   B11 S1  B12 S1
 B21 (  k1 )S1  (  k1 )S 2   B22 (  k 2 )S1  (  k 2 )S 2   0

A11 S1  A12 S1  A21 (  k1 )S1  (  1)S 2   A22 (  k 2 )S1  (  1)S 2   B11C1  B12 C1
 B21 (  k1 )C1  (  1)C2   B22 (  k 2 )C1  (  1)C2   0

A11C1  A12C1  A21(  k1 )C1  ( 1)C2  A22 (  k 2 )C1  ( 1)C2  B11S1  B12 S1
 B21(  k1 )S1  ( 1)S 2  B22 (  k 2 )S1  ( 1)S 2   0

A11 .0  A12 .0  A21 .0  A22 .0  B11 .0  B12  B21 .0  B22 (2  1  k 2 )  0
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A11 .0  A12  A21 .0  A22 .(2  1  k 2 )  B11 .0  B12 .0  B21 .0  B22 .0  0
A11 S 3  A12 .0  A21 (  k1 )S 3  (  1)S 4   A22 .0  B11C3  B12 .0  B21 (  k1 )C3  (  1)C 4   B22 .0  0
A11C 3  A12 .0  A21 (  k1 )C 3  (  1)C 4   A22 .0  B11 S 3  B12 .0  B21 (  k1 )C 3  (  1)C 4   B22 .0  0

The above equations in the matrix form

 S1
C
 1
 S1

C1
0

0
S
 3
C3

 S1

(  k1 )(S1  S 2 )

  (  k 2 )(S1  S 2 )

C1

 C1

(  k1 )(C1  C2 )
 (  k1 )S1  (  k1 )S 2
(  k1 )C1  (  1)C2

 C1 (  k1 )C1  (  k1 )C2
(  k1 )S1  (  1)S 2
 S1

  (  k 2 )C1  (  k 2 )C2   S1
C1
 (  k 2 )S1  (  1)S 2 

 C1
0

(  k1 )C1  (  1)C2
0

 (  k 2 )C1  (  1)C2 
0

 S1
0

1

 (  k1 ) S1  (  1) S 2 
0

1

0

2  1  k 2

0

0

0

0

(  k1 ) S 3  (  1) S 4
(  k1 )C3  (  1)C4

0

C3

0

0

 S3

0

0

  (  k 2 )(C1  C2 ) 
(  k 2 )S1  (  k 2 )S 2 
 (  k 2 )C1  (  1)C2  
(  k 2 )S1  (  1)S 2  

2  1  k 2

0


0

0


S1
 C1
S1

(  k1 )C3  (  1)C4

 (  k1 )S 3  (  1) S 4 

 A11 
A 
 12 
 A21 
 
 A22   0
 B11 
 
 B12 
B 
 21 
 B22 

Or,

C A  0

(4.16)

where, [C] is the coefficient matrix.

The condition for the existence of the non-trivial solution of Equation (4.16) is,
Det [C ]  0

(4.17)
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For any angle, γ = 90- θ0, where, θ0 is the bonding angle, Equation (4.17) is
equivalent to

sin 2   2(22 cos 2   1) sin  sin 2  42  sin  sin 2 cos 2   42 cos 2 
(1  cos  cos 2  22 cos 2  ).  [sin 2 2  42 (2  1) cos 2   4 sin 2 2 ]. 2 
[42 cos 2  (2 cos 2   1  cos  cos 2 )  (cos   cos 2 ) 2 ]. 2  0

(4.18)
where,  ,  are the Dundurs' (1969) parameters, defined in Chapter 2 as follows



1 k 2  1  k1  1 2
 k  1  k1  1 2
; ,  1 2
;
1 k 2  1  k1  1 2
1 k 2  1  k1  1 2

Thus, an eigenvalue equation (4.18) for  is obtained. Since the lowest
order of the stress at the edge of the bonded joint is λ-1, for 0  Re( )  1 , the stress
component goes to infinite when r  0 , i.e. there exists a stress singularity. For
any combination of materials the critical bonding angle  c is determined by using
Equation (4.18) for which the value of λ equals one. Any angle less than the
critical angle will lead λ > 1, i.e. the stress singularity can be eliminated. Thus the
condition for the elimination of the stress singularity from the interface corner is,
θ0 < θc.
Substituting the properties of materials given in Table 4.1 into Equation (4
4.18), the real roots of “λ” in the range 0    1 are determined for different
bonding angles. The results are tabulated in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Values of λ in the range 0    1 for different bonding angles
Bonding Angle, θ0

λ

90

0.6624

75

0.7338

60

0.8604

55

0.9215

54

0.9353

53

0.9496

52

0.9645

51

0.9801

50

0.9964

49

1.013

From the analytical result, it is quite clear that the critical bonding angle
for the considered aluminum and epoxy interface is in between 49˚ and 50˚. In
order to eliminate the stress singularity from the interface corner, the bonding
angle at the interface corner must be less than 49˚.
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4.2.2

Verification of the critical bon
nding angle by finitee element
analysis

a
ic finite element modell of the sugggested speccimen has
The axi-symmetri
been shown earlier
e
in Fig
gure 2.2 (Ch
hapter 2), whhere aluminuum and epoxxy are the
hard and soft materials, respectively.
r
The radius of the cylindrical specim
men, R, is
10 mm and a uniform teensile stress of 10 MPaa is applied at the top eend of the
sp
pecimen wh
hile the botttom end is kept as fixxed in the axial direction. The
distributions of the interrface normaal stress, inteerface shearr stress and effective
sttress along th
he interface are shown in Figure 4.22 for two diffferent bondiing angles
of 40º and 60º, respectiveely.

Figure 4.2: Normal,
N
sheaar and effectiive stress disstributions aalong the intterface for
bonding anglees of 40º and
d 60º with pu
ure tensile looad
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It is seen
s
that exccessive stressses exist neear the free eedge of the interface,
when
w
the bon
nding angle is 60º. These stress vallues increase without coonvergent
liimits with in
ncreasing meesh density, indicating
i
thhat the stresss singularityy occurs at
th
he free edge of the interrface. Howev
ver, for the case of 40º bonding angle, finite
values of the interface stresses aree exhibited and the sttress convergence is
co
onfirmed by
y increasing
g the FEM mesh densiity. Then thhe similar annalysis is
caarried out fo
or other bonding angles from 40˚ too 60˚ by the increment oof 1˚ each
tiime. It is found that thee shape of the
t effectivee stress curvve near the free edge
sttarts to chan
nge from thee downward
d to the upw
ward directioon, when thee bonding
an
ngle changes from 49˚ to
o 50˚ as show
wn in Figuree 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Effective stress distributio
ons at the innterface cornner for bondiing angles
t
load
of 49º and 50º with pure tensile
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This indicates
i
thaat the value of the criticcal bonding angle for thhe present
alluminum/epoxy elastic bi-materials
b
interface iss between 499˚ and 50˚. Thus, the
fiinite elementt analysis results have verified the aaccuracy of tthe analyticaal method.
For any comb
bined normaal-shear load
ding on the sspecimen wiith bonding aangle less
th
han 49º, finitte interface normal/shear
n
r stress fieldd can be obtaained.
Anoth
her fact sho
ould be men
ntioned is tthat there is no interfaace stress
siingularity fo
or the appliccation of pu
ure torsionall load on thhe specimen designed
acccording to the develop
ped method. Figure 4.4 shows the interface shhear stress
distribution along
a
the sph
herical interrface by appplying a torqque of 21 N
N-m at the
en
nds of the sp
pecimen, wh
here the bonding angle iis 50º. Note that in this ccase, only
in
nterface sheaar stress (alo
ong the circu
umferential direction) iss developed and there
iss no interfacee normal streess.

Figure 4.4: Shear stress distribution
d
along the innterface undeer pure torsiional load
(b
bonding angle of 50º)
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4.2.3

Experimeental verification of thee critical bon
nding anglee

a
analy
ytical and FEM
F
resultss are verifieed by the following
The above
xperimental results. In
n order to determine the criticall bonding angle by
ex
ex
xperiment, specimens
s
are
a made fro
om aluminum
m and epoxyy with diffeerent edge
bonding angles. Each speecimen is tessted under thhe pure tenssile loading uuntil final
faailure at the interface an
nd the failuree loads are rrecorded. Thhe variation of failure
lo
oads with bo
onding angle is shown in
n Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Variation
V
off failure loaads with boonding anglle under puure tensile
oading
lo
It can be seen from Figure 4.5 that the faailure loads at the bondiing angles
of θ0 ≤ 47° arre much high
her than those at the bonnding angless θ0 ≥ 55°. T
There is an
ab
brupt drop of
o the failuree load from θ0 = 47° too θ0 = 55° iindicating a transition
frrom a finite interface
i
streess field to a singular intterface stress field. Therrefore, the
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ex
xperimental results hav
ve also veriffied that thee critical boonding anglle for the
cu
urrent alumiinum/epoxy interface is in
i the range of 47° < θc <
<55°.

4.3

SPEC
CIMEN AN
ND EXPERIIMENTS

The critical
c
bon
nding angle θc for thhe aluminum
m/epoxy intterface is
determined as
a in betweeen 49º an
nd 50º. Theerefore, the test specim
mens are
manufactured
m
d with a bond
ding angle of
o 47°. The ddetailed geom
metry of the specimen
iss shown in Figure
F
4.6.

Figure 4.6: Aluminum-ep
A
poxy specimen for interfface strengthh test

ortion of the specimen iss first fabricaated to the ccylindrical
The aluminum po
hape with a spherical interface by
y CNC lathhe machine. The same interface
sh
ro
oughness co
ondition is kept
k
for all the
t aluminum
m parts. EP
PON 8131/E
EPI-CURE
3072 is used for the epox
xy portion of
o the specim
mens. EPON
N 8131 resin and EPICURE
C
3072 hardener arre mixed at a proportionn of 79 to 221 weight ppercent. A
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special mold described in Chapter 3 is used to make the interface specimen. The
multi-axial testing machine is used to conduct the tests. Using the controller of the
machine, various combinations of normal and shear loads are applied on the
specimens. With the help of an accurate data acquisition system, the failure loads
are recorded for each test case.

4.4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
TO OBTAIN THE STRESS DISTRIBUTION ALONG THE
INTERFACE

Tensile load, torsional load and various combinations of tensile and
torsional loads are applied on the specimens by the multi axial testing machine. In
each case, the maximum failure load is recorded and is given in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Maximum failure loads of the aluminum-epoxy specimen
No

Tensile load (N)

Torsional Load (N. m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0
264.4
1691
2358
3000
3250
3540
4639
4702
5727

37.53
36.96
37.86
37.3
37.29
28.27
33.96
23.71
21.17
0
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Each of the abovee failure load
ds are the avverage valuees from two tests with
saame combin
ned loading conditions. The failure loads in tessts given in Table 4.3
arre applied in
n the finite element
e
analy
ysis for eachh loading caase. The norm
mal, shear
an
nd effective stress distriibutions are obtained aloong the interrface. As an example,
th
he stress disttributions allong the inteerface of Speecimen No. 6 with the m
maximum
teensile and to
orsional load
ds of 3250 N and 28.27 N-m, respeectively, are shown in
Figure 4.7.

S
distrib
bution along
g the interfface of epoxxy and alum
minum of
Figure 4.7: Stress
sp
pecimen No. 6.
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4.5

OBTA
AINING

BIAXIAL
L

NORM
MAL-SHEA
AR

INTE
ERFACE

BOND
DING STR
RENGTH CRITERIO
C
ON (ENVEL
LOPE) TH
HROUGH
ITER
RATION

The pure torsion test
t gives thee pure shearr stress at thee interface. F
Figure 4.8
sh
hows the sheear stress disstribution alo
ong the interrface with thhe specimen subjected
to
o the maxim
mum pure to
orsional load
ding. The nnormal stress along the interface
vanishes in th
his case. Thee maximum value
v
of the shear stress is s = 20.866 MPa.

Figure 4.8: Sh
hear stress distribution
d
along
a
the inteerface for puure torsionall load
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Therefore, the first trial criterion (effective stress) is

f (1)   n2  3 2  0  3  20.86 2  36.13

(4.19)

Or, it can be written as

(

n
36.13

)2  (


20.86

)2  1

(4.20)

Figure 4.9(a) shows the effective stress envelope, Equation (4.20), and the stress
points [ n, k ,  k ](1) , k = 1,….,10 based on the maximum effective stress value

 n2  3 2 for each test case.

Next, we try to find best fit curve for the 10 points in Figure 4.9(a). It can
be seen that a quadratic expression may still be suitable to fit this set of ten points.
By keeping the value s = 20.86 MPa, the second trial criterion is obtained as





( n )2  (
)2  1
16.45
20.86

(4.21)

Based on the above second trial criterion, a second set of the stress points

[ n, k ,  k ](2) k = 1,….,10 is obtained based on the maximum values of the left
side of Equation (4.21) for each test case. Figure 4.9(b) shows the Equation (4.21)
and corresponding stress point set [ n, k ,  k ](2) k = 1,…., 10.
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Figure 4.9: (a)
( Interfacee strength envelope
e
of epoxy and aluminum based on
maximum
m
efffective streesses (b) In
nterface strrength enveelope of eppoxy and
alluminum aft
fter 1st iterattion (c) Finaal interface strength ennvelope of eepoxy and
alluminum intterface
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Continue taking the quadratic form and keeping the value of s =20.86 MPa, the
third trial criterion is obtained as





( n )2  (
)2  1
19.76
20.86

(4.22)

The further iteration produces the same results as the Equation (4.22).
Therefore, for the tested aluminum/epoxy bi-material interface, Equation (4.22),
as shown in Figure 4.9(c), represents its normal-shear interface bonding strength
criterion (envelope) in the range of the first quarter of the normal-shear stress
plane.

4.6

FURTHER OBSERVATION AND REMARKS

It is interesting to compare the current test results with the results obtained
by using the butt joint specimens recommended by ASTM D897 (2008) and
ASTM D2095 (2008). The butt joint specimens are made with the same
dimension as shown in Figure 4.6 except that the interface is flat, or the bonding
angle is θ0 = 90º. Both the groups of specimens with θ0 = 90º and θ0 = 47º (each
group of 5 specimens) are tested under the pure tensile loading for a comparison.
The average maximum failure (debonding) load for the ASTM butt specimens is
2161N with a data scatter band of 13%, while for the proposed designed
specimens this value is 5727 N with a scatter band of 12%. It can be seen that the
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tensile load carrying capacity of the aluminum/epoxy joints with the proposed
design is improved by 2.65 times over the ASTM butt joint design. The large
difference in the load carrying capability of the two groups of specimens shows
the great potential in the optimal design of bi-material interface for the advanced
materials and structures.

For the ASTM butt joint specimen, the tensile interface bonding strength
is directly calculated by dividing the failure load by the bonding area and is
obtained as 6.88 MPa in this case. This value is obviously much lower than the
actual tensile strength of the interface since the stress singularity exists at the free
edge, which initiates the failure at a lower applied tensile load.

On the other hand, the tensile strength of 19.76 MPa obtained from the
current test method is a more reliable data than that obtained by using ASTM
methods. Although both normal and shear stress components exist at the interface,
the distributions of the normal and shear stresses from the FEM analysis and the
obtained strength envelope, Figure 4.9(c) and Equation (4.22), indicate that the
failure should start near the central area of the interface where the normal stress is
dominated (σn = 21.07MPa, τ = 0.36MPa ). Figure 4.10 shows the failed specimen
under pure tensile load in the current test.

It can be seen that the interface debonding indeed started near the central
area of the interface, not from the edge of the interface as in the case of the ASTM
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CHAPTER 5
ELASTIC/VISCOELASTIC BI-MATERIAL INTERFACE

Due to the increasing utilization of polymeric materials in automobile,
aerospace, oil and gas, and marine industries, viscoelastic properties of these
polymeric materials have received much attention. This chapter presents the
determination of bi-material interface bonding strength envelope of an
elastic/viscoelastic bonded joint. As an example, the interface between aluminum
and epoxy is considered. Aluminum is considered as an elastic isotropic material,
whereas epoxy is as a linear viscoelastic material. This chapter is organized as in
the following orders:

at first, shot discussions about the viscoelasticity are

presented. Next, literatures related to the elastic/viscoelastic bonded joint are
reviewed, three different cases of material modeling are discussed, the analytical
solution for the elastic/viscoelastic bonded joint to find the stress singularity and
critical bonding angle are presented, and finally, the interface bonding strength of
an aluminum (elastic)/epoxy (viscoelastic) are determined.

5.1

VISCOELASTICITY
Most

of

the

polymeric

materials

exhibit

mechanical

response

characteristics which are outside the scope of elasticity and viscosity; thus a more
general theory is needed. The theory of elasticity deals with the materials which
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have a capacity to store mechanical energy with no dissipation and a newtonian
viscous fluid in a non-hydrostatic stress state implies a capacity for dissipating the
energy, but none for storing it (Christensen, 1982). The fundamental difference
between the polymers and other materials is that the mechanical properties of
polymers vary with time.
Under the application of a suddenly applied loading state and held
constant after that, an elastic material responds instantly with a state of
deformation which remains constant. A Newtonian viscous fluid responds to a
suddenly applied state of uniform shear stress by a steady flow process. There are
some materials, which possess the capacity to both store and dissipate mechanical
energy. For these materials some of the work done to deform them, can be
recovered. A suddenly applied and maintained state of uniform stress on these
materials induces an instantaneous deformation followed by a flow process which
may or may not be limited in magnitude as the time grows. This behavior cannot
be clearly described by either the elasticity or viscosity theory but combines
feature of each. Thus, viscoelasticity is the study of materials whose mechanical
properties have the characteristics of both elastic and viscous materials. All
polymers (fluid or solid) have time or temperature domains in which they are
viscoelastic (Brinson and Brinson, 2008).
Some other theories of mechanical behavior of materials also have a
memory of deformation but they have some fundamental differences with the
viscoelasticity. For example, the incremental theory of plasticity has memory
effect (final state of deformation depends not only the final state of stress, but also
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upon the path in stress space traversed to reached this final state). However, the
plasticity theory is independent of time scale involved in loading and unloading,
whereas, the viscoelastic theory has a specific time or rate dependences
(Christensen, 1982).

5.2

BACKGROUND STUDY

In many applications, polymers are reinforced with harder material phases
such as fibers, ceramic particles, etc. The interface strength between the polymer
and reinforcing agent is therefore critical to the overall performance of these
polymeric composite materials. Publications related to analytical solutions for the
elastic/viscoelastic bi-material interfaces are relatively limited. Since the stress,
strains and displacements of viscoelastic polymers are all time-dependent, the
stress analysis of the viscoelastic materials is thus more difficult (Nagaraja and
Alwar, 1980). The integral transform technique or the so-called correspondence
principal has been commonly used for the viscoelastic analyses: a viscoelastic
problem is first converted to an equivalent elastic one by using the Laplace
transformation, after solving the equivalent elastic problem, the viscoelastic
solution is then obtained through an inverse Laplace transformation of the elastic
solution (Lee, 1954, 1955; Schapery, 1962).
Delale and Erdogan (1981) performed the viscoelastic analyses of an
adhesively bonded lap joint using the Laplace transform technique, assuming that
the adherends are elastic and the adhesive is linearly viscoelastic. Because of the
complexity of the problem, the inverse transform can only be obtained
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numerically. They reported that at the edge of the interface, the stresses are much
higher than the stresses further away from the interface corner. Due to their use of
plate theory, the stress singularity cannot be identified. Nagaraja and Alwar
(1980) conducted a similar analysis of an adhesive-bonded lap joint using finite
element methods. Yadagiri et al. (1987) also used the finite element method to
perform the viscoelastic analyses of bonded joints. Lee (1997) presented a
solution that was used to find the order of the stress singularity and the free edge
stress intensity factor for a two-dimensional, elastic-viscoelastic bonded joint. He
used the standard Laplace transform together with the boundary element method.
However, the problem was simplified by assuming a time-independent Poisson’s
ratio for the viscoelastic material. Understanding the importance of the timedependent viscoelastic properties of the material in stress singularity analysis for
bi-material interfaces, Qian et al. (2000) presented the stress and displacement
solutions for an elastic-viscoelastic joint whilst considering the time-dependent
Poisson’s ratio for the viscoelastic material. However, his time-dependent
Poisson’s ratio was derived from an assumption of a time-independent bulk
modulus. Tscharnuter et al. (2011) reported that the time-dependent Poisson’s
ratio is essential for the accurate simulation results, and cannot be achieved
accurately by assuming a constant bulk modulus. In addition, the determination of
the time-dependent Poisson’s ratio from a constant bulk modulus involves some
unnecessary complexity in the analysis of the stress singularity (Qian et al., 2000).
It is also difficult to directly determine the bulk modulus from experimentation
(Deng and Knauss, 1997). There are only two independent time-dependent
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material functions for a standard linear viscoelastic solid. The simultaneous
measurements of these two materials are explained clearly in Chapter 3.
Moreover, Qian et. al (2000) used the solutions for the elastic/elastic
bonded joints (Eq (3) in Qian et. al 2000) from their previously published paper
(Qian and Akisanya, 1999) to obtain the solutions for elastic/viscoelastic joints,
but the definition of Dundurs’ (1969) parameter, β is not the same in these two
papers. The Dundurs’ parameter, β in the viscoelastic analysis (Qian et. al 2000)
is twice than the Dundurs’ parameter, β, they used to obtain the elastic solution
(Qian and Akisanya 1999). The material parameter β has a significant effect on
the stress singularity.
From the above review it is clear that an accurate and realistic method for
determining the order of the stress singularity and thus the interface bonding
strength for an elastic/viscoelastic bonded joint needs to be further explored.

5.3

MATERIAL MODELING
In order to determine the stress singularity at the interface corner of a

bonded joint with viscoelastic materials, the material properties need to be
modeled accurately. However, from the discussions in the earlier section it is
easily understandable that the analysis of viscoelastic materials is more difficult
than the analysis of elastic materials. There always exists a critical relation
between the accuracy and level of difficulty in the analysis. If the materials are
tried to model more accurately, the analysis will also become more challenging.
That’s why, three different cases of material modeling are considered in this study
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based on their level of difficulty and accuracy in the analysis to ensure that the
desired accuracy level in the stress singularity analysis is attained.
It is mentioned here again that only two properties; shear modulus and
Poisson’s ratio are needed to determine the stress singularity at the interface
corner. In chapter 3, the viscoelastic relaxation modulus and Poisson’s ratio are
obtained simultaneously and directly from the relaxation tests of viscoelastic
materials. The time dependent shear modulus can be obtained from the relaxation
modulus and Poisson’s ratio using Equation (5.1).

 (t ) 

G (t )
2[1   (t )]

(5.1)

where, G(t) is the viscoelastic relaxation modulus, and ν(t) is the viscoelastic
Poisson’s ratio.

The three different cases of material modeling are briefly explained in the
following sections.

5.3.1

Case -1: The viscoelastic shear modulus is modeled as the
standard linear solid model and Poisson’s ratio is considered as
constant

This model is the simplest among the three models used in this study for
the analysis of the stress singularity at the viscoelastic material bonded joints. Lee
(1997) assumed the constant Poisson’s ratio in his analysis to determine the stress
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Based on the above model, the shear modulus of the viscoelastic material
can be expressed as Equation (5.2)

 (t )  A1  A2 e

 t

(5.2)

where,   1 / t 0 and t0 is the viscoelastic relaxation time.
The coefficient A1 and A2 can be determined easily as follows
at t = 0,  (0)  A1  A2
at t = ∞,

 ()  A1

Solving, A2   (0)   ()

Thus from equation (5.2),

 (t )   (0) e  t   ( ) (1  e

 t

)

(5.3)

As described earlier that for case-1, the viscoelastic Poisson’s ratio is considered
as constant. So,

 (t )   0

5.3.2

(5.4)

Case -2: Both the viscoelastic shear modulus and Poisson’s
ratio are modeled as the standard linear solid model

It is clear that the difference between case-1 and case-2 lies in the
modeling of Poisson’s ratio. Case-1 considers the time independent Poisson’s
ratio, whereas, Case-2 considers the time dependent Poisson’s ratio. The
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importance of considering the time dependent Poisson’s ratio in the singularity
analysis is described briefly in section 5.2.

Since in both cases (case-1 and case-2), the shear moduli are modeled as
the standard linear solid model, the shear modulus for case-2 is also represented
by Equation (5.3). The Poisson’s ratio of the viscoelastic material can be
determined in the similar way as the procedure followed for the shear modulus
determination in case-1.
The time-dependent Poisson’s ratio is expressed by Equation (5.5)
according to the standard linear solid model

 (t )  B1  B2 e

 t

(5.5)

where,   1 / t 0 and t0 is the viscoelastic relaxation time
The coefficient B1 and B2 are determined as follows
at t = 0,

 (0)  B1  B2

at t = ∞,

 ()  B1

Solving,

B2   ()   (0)

Thus, from Equation (5.5), the time-dependent Poisson’s ratio is expressed as
follows:

 (t )   (0) e  t   () (1  e

 t

)

(5.6)
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 (t))  A1  A2 e  t  A3 e  t
1

2

(5.7)

Where,
W
1  1 / t10 and  2  1 / t 20 deepends on thhe spring andd damping coonstant of
th
he Wiechert model.
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The coefficient A2, and A3 cannot be obtained directly as the previous two
cases. However, at t = ∞,

 ()  A1

The other two coefficients are obtained by best fitting the measured data from the
relaxation test. Same procedure is followed for the Poisson’s ratio.

Let the Poisson’s ratio be expressed by Equation (5.8)

 (t )  B1  B2 e  t  B3 e  t
3

4

(5.8)

Where, 3  1 / t30 and 4  1 / t 40 depends on the spring and damping constant of
the Wiechert model.

5.4

VISCOELASTIC PROPERTIES OF EPOXY
For the cases 1 and 2, the viscoelastic properties of material depend on its

value at time, t = 0 and t = ∞. The variation of the properties depends on the
relaxation time. Using the measured data from the relaxation tests described in
section 3.2.3 in Chapter 3, the required properties of epoxy to express as
Equations (5.3), (5.4) and (5.6) are given in Table 5.1
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Table 5.1: Experimental viscoelastic properties of epoxy
Property

At t = 0

Shear Modulus, μ
(MPa)
Poisson’s ratio, ν

At t = ∞

 ( 0 )  449

 0   (0)  0.415

Relaxation time

 ( )  135

t0= 90 sec

 (  )  0 .443

t0= 90 sec

Thus the viscoelastic properties of epoxy are as follows:
Case-1:
The viscoelastic shear modulus, μ(t) = 135+314 e-t/90
and Poisson’s ratio,

(5.8)

ν(t) = 0.415

Case-2:
The viscoelastic shear modulus, μ(t) = 135+314 e-t/90
and Poisson’s ratio,

(5.9)

ν(t) = 0.443- 0.028 e-t/90

Case-3:
As mentioned earlier that the viscoelastic properties for case-3 are
determined using the best fit curve technique. Figure 5.3 shows the experimental
curve of the viscoelastic shear modulus of epoxy and the fitting curve according
to the model described in Case-3. The equation of the best fitting curve is given
below (Equation 5.10)
μ(t) = 135+237 e-t/21.25+77 e-t/650

(5.10)
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011e-t/50

(5.11)
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5.5.1
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m
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me independ
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The
T Laplace transform
t
off any functio
on f(t) can bee defined as


L f (t )   f (t ) e  sst dt
0

L f (tt ) is the Laaplace transfform of the ffunction f(t)) and s is thee Laplace
where,
w
trransform parrameter.
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Conducting Laplace transformation of Equations (5.2 and 5.4)

 2* ( s ) 

A1
A
 2
s s 

and

 2* ( s)   20 / s

Where, ‘s’ is the Laplace transform parameter and the superscript “*” of any
variable indicates that the parameter is in the transformed domain.

The elastic-viscoelastic analogy (Fung, 1965; Christensen, 1982 ) states
that elastic solutions can be converted to Laplace transformed viscoelastic
solutions through the replacement of elastic moduli and elastic Poisson’s ratio by
the transformed viscoelastic moduli and Poisson’s ratio multiplied by the Laplace
transform parameter s, respectively. Thus, using the elastic viscoelastic analogy,
the Dundurs’ Parameters (Equation 2.3) in the transformed domain for an
elastic/viscoelastic bonded joint are obtained as follows:

1 (1  s 2* ( s))  s 2* ( s)(1  1 )
s ( s ) 
1 (1  s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  1 )
*

or,

A1
A
 2 )(1  1 )
1
s s 
]
 * (s)  [
A1
A2
s
)(1  1 )
1 (1   20 )  s( 
s s 

and,

s * ( s ) 

Or,

A1
A
 2 )(1  21 )
1
s s 
]
 * ( s)  [
A1
A2
s
2 [ 1 (1   20 )  s ( 
)(1  1 )]
s s 

1 (1   20 )  s(

(5.12a)

1 (1  2 s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  21 )
2 [ 1 (1  s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  1 )]

1 (1  2 20 )  s(

(5.12b)
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The inverse Laplace transform of a function F(s) is defined as:
L F ( s ) 

1  1  i
st
 F ( s ) e ds
2 i  1 i

where γ1 is an arbitrary positive constant lying to the right of all the singularities
of the function F(s) (Schiff, 1999).

By performing the inverse Laplace transformation on Equation (5.12) the
Dundurs’ (1969) parameters in time domain are obtained as follows:

(e   1)( A1 (1  1)  1 ( 20  1)) e  (( A1  A2 )(1  1 )  1 ( 20  1))

A1 (1  1)  1 ( 20  1)
( A1  A2 )(1  1)  1 ( 20  1)

 (t ) 

Or,

 (t ) 

(e   1)(  2 ( )(1  1)  1 ( 20  1)) e  (  2 (0)(1  1 )  1 ( 20  1))

 2 ( )(1  1)  1 ( 20  1)
 2 (0)(1  1)  1 ( 20  1)

(5.13 a)
and,
 (t ) 

1  (e  1)( 1 (1  2 20 )  A1 ( 21  1)) e (( A1  A2 )(1  21 )  1 ( 2 20  1)) 



2
A1 (1  1)  1 ( 20  1)
1 ( 20  1)  ( A1  A2 )(1  1) 


 

Or,  (t )  1  (e  1)( 1 (1  2 20 )   2 ()( 21  1))  e (  2 (0)(1  21 )  1 (2 20  1)) 
 2 ( )(1  1)  1 ( 20  1)
1 ( 20  1)   2 (0)(1  1) 
2

(5.13b)
where,

 

 ( A1 (1  1)  1 ( 20  1))
t
( A1  A2 )(1  1)  1 ( 20  1)

Or,

 

 (  2 ()(1  1)  1 ( 20  1))
t
 2 (0)(1  1)  1 ( 20  1)
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Again, following the elastic-viscoelastic analogy and using the Laplace
transformation and inverse Laplace transformation, the eigenvalue equation
(Equation 4.18) in the time domain is given as follows by Equation (5.14).

1 sin2   2 .2(22 cos2  1) sin sin2  3 .42 sin sin2 cos2 
 4 .42 cos2  (1 cos cos2  22 cos2  )  5 .{sin2 2  42 (2 1) cos2   4 sin2 2 }
 6 .{42 cos2  (2 cos2  1 cos cos2)  (cos  cos2) 2 }  0
(5.14)
Where,

1 [2()]2(1 1)2 et{[2(0) 2()]2( t 1)(1 1)2 22()(1 1)([2(0) 2()](1 1) et 1(20 1))
2[2(0) 2()]1(1 1)(20 1)}12(20 1)2

 2  12 (20 1) 2  [2 ()]2 (1 1) 2  e t [2 (0)  2 ()] [2 (0)  2 ()]( t 1)  22 () ..
......(1 1) 2
1
2
[2(0)  2()](t 1)(131 212)  1(1 20)]}

3  {[2()]2(31 1212)  2()1(1 20)  12(132 2202 ) et (2(0)  2())[22()(31 1212) 

1
2
......(61 412 2) [2(0)  2()](t 1)(131  212)  1(232 1(42 3)]}

4  {[2()]12(131  212)  2()1(1(342) 32 2)  12(132  222) et (2(0)  2())[2()....

5 2()(1 1) 1(20 1)2 et (2(0) 2())(1 1)[(2(0) 2())(t 1)(1 1) 22()(1 1) .....
.....21(20 1)]
1
4
22()(1 21)  21(220 1)]}

6  {2()(21 1)  1(1 220)2 e t (2(0)  2())(21 1)[(2(0)  2())(t 1)(21 1) 
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5.5.2

Case-2: Both the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio are time
dependent

Using the Laplace transformation, the transformed equations of Equations (5.2
and 5.5) are given by:

 2* ( s ) 

A1
A
 2
s s 

and

 2* ( s) 

B1
B
 2
s s 

where, ‘s’ is the Laplace transform parameter and the superscript “*”indicates
that the parameter is in the transformed domain.

Thus, using the elastic viscoelastic analogy, the transform Dundurs’ Parameters
are given by:
s * ( s ) 

1 (1  s 2* ( s))  s 2* ( s)(1  1 )
1 (1  s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  1 )

A
A
B1
B
 2 ))  s ( 1  2 )(1  1 )
1
s s 
s s 
]
 * ( s)  [
B
B
A
A2
s
1
2
1
))  s ( 
)(1  1 )
1 (1  s( 
s s 
s s 

1 (1  s(

or,

and,

s * ( s ) 

(5.15a)

1 (1  2s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  21 )
2 [ 1 (1  s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  1 )]

B1
B
A
A
 2 ))  s ( 1  2 )(1  21 )
1
s s 
s s 
]
 * (s)  [
B
B
A
A
s
2 [ 1 (1  s ( 1  2 ))  s ( 1  2 )(1  1 )]
s s 
s s 

1 (1  2 s(

Or,

(5.15b)

Using the inverse Laplace transformation of Equation (5.15), the Dundurs’
parameter in time domain are given by:
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(e   1)(  2 ( )(1  1)  1 ( 2 ( )  1)) e  (  2 (0)(1  1 )  1 ( 2 (0)  1))
 (t ) 

 2 ( )(1  1)  1 ( 2 ( )  1)
1 ( 2 (0)  1)   2 (0)(1  1)

(5.16a)
and,
1  (e   1)( 1 (1  2 2 ( ))   2 ( )( 21  1)) e  (  2 (0)(1  21 )  1 ( 2 2 (0)  1)) 

 2 ( )(1  1)  1 ( 2 ( )  1)
1 ( 2 (0)  1)   2 (0)(1  1) 


 (t )  
2

(5.16b)
where,   

Or,

 ( A1 (1  1)  1 ( B1  1))
t
( A1  A2 )(1  1)  1 ( B1  B2  1)
 

 (  2 ()(1  1)  1 ( 2 ()  1))
t
 2 (0)(1  1)  1 ( 2 (0)  1)

Similarly, using the same procedure as described in the earlier section, the
eigenvalue equation (Equation 4.18) in the time domain is given by:
 1 sin2   2 .2(22 cos2  1) sin sin2  3 .42 sin sin2 cos2 
 4 .42 cos2  (1 cos cos2  22 cos2  )  5 .{sin2 2  42 (2 1) cos2   4 sin2 2 }
 6 .{42 cos2  (2 cos2  1 cos cos2)  (cos  cos2) 2 }  0

(5.17)
where,
 1  (1 ( 2 () 1)   2 ()(1 1)) 2  e  t ([ 2 (0)   2 ()](1 1)  [ 2 ()  2 (0)]1 )
1 (2  2 2 ()  [ 2 ()  2 (0)](1  t ))  2 2 ()(1 1)  [ 2 (0)   2 ()](1 1)(t 1)

 2  12 (2 () 1)2 [2 ()]2 (1 1)2  e t ([2 (0)  2 ()][2 (0)  2 ()]( t 1)  22 ()(1 1)2 ...
.... [2 () 2 (0)]12 (2  22 ()  [2 () 2 (0)]( t 1))
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1
2
...  e t ((2 (0)  2 ())[22 ()(31 1  212 )  (2 (0)  2 ())( t 1)(1  31  212 )....

 3  {[2 ()]2 (31 1  212 )  2 ()1 (1 2 ())  12 (1  32 ()  2[2 ()]2 )...
....  1 ([2 ()  2 (0)](1   t )  1 2 ())]  2 ()[2 ()  2 (0)]1....
....  [2 ()  2 (0)]2 12 (3  42 ()  2[2 ()  2 (0)](1   t )))}

1
2
........e t [[2 () 2 (0)]12 (3  4[2 ()]  2[2 () 2 (0)](1   t)) [2 (0)  2 ()]2 ( t 1)(1  31  212 ).....

 4  {[2 ()]2 (1  31  212 )  [2 ()]1 (1 3  [2 ()](3  41 )  2)  12 (1 3[2 ()]  2[2 ()]2 ) ......
......... [2 (0)  2 ()]1 (2  [2 ()](3  41 )  31  [2 () 2 (0)]( t 1)(41  3)).....
......... [2 ()]([2 () 2 (0)]1 (41  3)  [2 (0)  2 ()](2  61  412 ))]}

 5   2 ()(1  1)  1 ( 2 ()  1)2  e  t [(( 2 ()   2 (0))1  ( 2 (0)   2 ())(1  1))......
......(1 (2 2 ()  2  ( 2 ()   2 (0)( t  1))  2 2 ()(1  1)  ( 2 (0)   2 ())( t  1)(1  1)]

1
4
........(21 (22 ()  1  (2 ()  2 (0))( t  1))  (2 (0)  2 ())( t  1)(21  1)  22 ()(1  21 ))}

 6  {2 ()(21  1)  1 (1  22 ())2  e t (2(2 () 2 (0))1  A2 (21 1))........

5.5.3

Case-3: Both the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratios are time
dependent and more accurately represent the behavior of the
material

Using the Laplace transformation, the transform equations of Equations (5.7 and
5.8) are:

 2* ( s ) 

A3
A1
A2


s s  1 s   2

and

 2* ( s) 

B3
B1
B2


s s  3 s   4

where, ‘s’ is the Laplace transform parameter and the superscript “*”indicates
that the parameter is in the transformed domain.
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Using the elastic viscoelastic analogy, the transform Dundurs’ Parameter is given
by

1 (1  s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  1 )
s ( s ) 
1 (1  s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  1 )
*

B3
A3
B1
B2
A
A2



))  s( 1 
)(1  1 )
s s  3 s   4
s s  1 s   2
1
*
 (s)  [
]
B3
A3
B1
B2
A1
A2
s
1 (1  s( 


))  s( 
)(1  1 )
s s  3 s   4
s s  1 s   2

1 (1  s(

Or,

(5.18a)

and,

s * ( s ) 

1 (1  2 s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  21 )
2 [ 1 (1  s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  1 )]

B3
A3
B1
B2
A
A2
))  s ( 1 
)(1  21 )



s s  3 s   4
s s  1 s   2
1
*
]
Or,  ( s)  [
B3
A3
B1
B2
A1
A2
s
2 [ 1 (1  s( 
))  s ( 
)(1  1 )]


s s  3 s   4
s s  1 s   2

1 (1  2s(

(5.18b)
Using the properties expressed by Equations (5.10 and 5.11) and carrying
out the Laplace transformation of Equation (5.18), the Dundurs’ parameters in
time domain are given by

 (t )  (987 .65  19 .89 e 2.795 t  0.08e 1.178 t  6.48e 0.092 t  0.043e 0.055 t )  10 3
(5.19a)

 (t )  (999 .38  4.41e 2.795 t  16 .3e 1.178 t  14 .68e 0.092 t  26 .61e 0.055 t )  10 3
(5.19b)
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Similarly, the eigenvalue equation (Equation 4.18) in the time domain is obtained
as follows:
1 sin2  2.2(22 cos2  1)sinsin2 3.42 sinsin2 cos2 
4.42 cos2  (1 cos cos2  22 cos2  ) 5.{sin2 2  42 (2 1)cos2   4 sin2 2 } (5.20)
6.{42 cos2  (2 cos2  1 cos cos2)  (cos  cos2)2}  0

where,
 234.28e 4.173t  e 2.97 t (9.54  0.108t )  e1.35t (5.46  0.078t )  ....... 

........e 4.12t (14.33  0.0123t )  e 4.081t (1.78  0.27  10 3 t ) 


 1  e  4.173t 

 231.39e 4.173t  e 2.97 t (9.52  0.108t )  e 1.35t (0.078t  0.077)  ....... 

4.12 t
4.081t
3

........
e
(
14
.
33
0
.
0123
t
)
e
(
0
.
27
10
t
0
.
012
)







 2  e  4.173t 

3  e

 4.173t

 23.41e 4.173t  e 2.97 t (5.43  0.108t )  e 1.35t (0.022t  0.367)  ....... 


 ........e 4.12t (7.99  0.0123t )  e 4.081t (0.08  10 3 t  0.108)




 23.12e 4.173t  e 2.97 t (5.41  0.108t )  e 1.35t (0.022t  1.17)  ....... 

4.12 t

(7.99  0.0123t )  e 4.081t (0.08  10 3 t  0.397)
 ........e


 4  e  4.173t 

 228.53e 4.173t  e 2.97 t (9.50  0.108t )  e1.35t (0.078t  5.30)  ....... 

4.12 t
4.081t
3

........
e
(
14
.
32
0
.
0123
t
)
e
(
0
.
27
10
t
1
.
76
)







 5  e  4.173t 

6  e

 4.173t

 2.34e 4.173t  e 2.97 t (1.31  0.108t )  e 1.35t (0.063t  0.236)  ....... 


 ........e 4.12 t (1.646  0.0123t )  e 4.081t (0.22  10 3 t  0.083) 
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5.6

STRE
ESS SINGU
ULARITY AND
A
CRITIICAL BOND
DING ANG
GLE FOR
AN ALUMINUM
A
M/ EPOXY BONDED
B
JJOINT
The order
o
of the stress singu
ularity and tthe critical bbonding anggle for an

alluminum-epoxy bonded
d joint are determinedd using the analytical solutions
developed. The
T elastic properties off aluminum aare taken frrom Chapterr 4 (Table
4.1) and the viscoelastic
v
properties
p
off epoxy are ddescribed inn the previouus sections
fo
or three diffferent casess of materiaal modeling. The time dependent Dundurs’
parameters arre determineed by using
g Equations (5.13), (5.16) and (5.199) for the
bove three cases
c
respecttively. The variation
v
in Dundurs’ pparameters (α
α, β) with
ab
tiime is shown
n in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.

Figure 5.5: Variation
V
of Dundurs’
D
paarameter α(t)) with time
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V
of Dundurs’
D
paarameter β(t)) with time
Figure 5.6: Variation

i can be seeen that the tim
me dependenncy of Poissson’s ratio
From Figure 5.5, it
nce on α. For
F the samee viscoelastiic shear moddulus, the
has no signifficant influen
s
for eith
her the consstant or timee-dependent Poisson’s
value of α is almost the same
2 of epoxy. However, α is influenceed by the viiscoelastic
raatio (Case-1 and Case- 2)
sh
hear modulu
us. Thus, th
he value of α for case-33 is differennt from thosse for the
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cases-1&2. However, Figure 5.6 shows that the time dependency of Poisson’s
ratio has a more significant influence on parameter β. In addition, for the same
viscoelastic shear modulus the value of β increases with time for a constant
Poisson’s ratio, whereas it decreases with a time-dependent Poisson’s ratio. For
case-3, the variation in β with time follows the same trend as that ofcase-2 but at a
slower rate. After sufficient time, the Dundurs’ parameter β is expected to be the
same for these two cases (Case-2 and Case-3). Since, for any specific bonding
angle, the eigenvalue λ or the order of the stress singularity depends on both the
Dundurs’ parameters (α, β), assuming a constant Poisson’s ratio, the true behavior
of the stress singularity cannot be predicted accurately.

Next, the eigenvalue λ is determined for different bonding angles from
Equations (5.14), (5.17) and (5.20) for the three different material models,
respectively. It is noted that the order of the stress singularity is (λ-1) and the
condition for the elimination of the stress singularity is λ > 1. Higher values of λ
(when λ < 1) indicates a lower order of the stress singularity at the interface
corner. Figure 5.7 shows the variation of λ with time for a 40 degree bonding
angle.
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V
of λ with time for
f a bondingg angle of 400º
Figure 5.7: Variation

At thiis bonding angle
a
the vallue of λ is allways greateer than 1 forr all three
ndicates thatt there is no
o stress singuularity at the interface ccorner for
caases. This in
th
he 40 degreee bonding angle. For case-1,
c
the value of λ increases w
with time;
in
ndicates the order of thee stress singu
ularity decreeases with tim
me. Howeveer, for the
otther two cases, the trend
d is just oppo
osite. Thereffore, predictiion based onn case-1 is
a more conseervative onee for this bo
onding anglle. In Figuree 5.8, the results are
sh
hown for a bonding
b
ang
gle of 60 deg
grees. It is seen that for the bondingg angle of
60 degrees, a stress singu
ularity alway
ys exists (λ < 1) at the interface coorner. The
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tiime effects on
o the chang
ge in value of λ for thee three differrent cases aare clearly
noticeable here.

V
of λ with time for
f a bondingg angle of 600º
Figure 5.8: Variation

The stress singulaarity for casses-2 &3 aree more pronnounced thann that for
he case-1 (co
onstant Poisson’s ratio). These resullts have a coonsiderable iimpact on
th
th
he design off the bi-matterial interfaace. Case-1 underestimaates the ordder of the
sttress singulaarity, whereaas, Case-2 over
o
estimatees the orderr of stress siingularity.
Therefore,
T
thee prediction of case-2 iss a more connservative onne regardingg the order
of stress sing
gularity for the bonding
g angle of 660 degrees. The criticall bonding
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an
ngle is deterrmined, for which
w
the vaalue of λ chhanges from less than 1 to greater
th
han 1. From
m Figures 5.7
7 and 5.8, it is already known thatt the criticall bonding
an
ngle is betw
ween 40 and
d 60 degreess. The eigennvalue λ is determined for other
bonding angles between 40
4 and 60 deegrees with iincrements oof 1 degree. In Figure
5.9, the eigenvalue, λ, for
f Case-1 is
i shown foor bonding angles of 449 and 50
degrees.

V
of λ with time for
f bonding aangles 49º annd 50º for C
Case-1
Figure 5.9: Variation
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It is therefore
t
co
oncluded thaat the criticaal bonding aangle for thhe present
alluminum/epoxy interfacce is in betw
ween 49 andd 50 degreess, when the Poisson’s
raatio of the viiscoelastic material
m
(epoxy) is assum
med as constaant (Case-1)).
Figuree 5.10 showss the values of λ for bonnding angles of 49 degreees, for the
th
hree differen
nt cases. It iss interesting to see that fo
for a bondingg angle of 499 degrees,
th
he eigenvalu
ue λ is greateer than 1 at t = 0 but evoolves to be lless than 1 aafter a few
minutes
m
by using casess-2 & 3. Itt indicates that initiallyy there is no stress
siingularity fo
or the bondin
ng angle of 49 degrees,, but after feew minutes the stress
siingularity ap
ppears at the interface co
orner.

V
off λ with time for a bondinng angle of 449º
Figure 5.10: Variation
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Figuree 5.11 shows the variation of eigenvvalue λ for a bonding anngle of 48
degrees. It is seen that forr all three caases, the eigeenvalue λ is greater thann 1(λ > 1);
means
m
the sin
ngularity disappears for the bondingg angle 48º. T
Thus, considdering the
tiime-dependeency of Poisson’s ratio (cases-2
(
and 3), the critiical bonding angle for
th
he present alluminum/epo
oxy is determ
mined as beiing between 48 and 49 ddegrees.

Figure 5.11: Variation
V
off λ with time for a bondinng angle of 448º
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5.7

DETERMINATION OF THE CRITICAL BONDING ANGLE BY
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Finite element analysis is carried out by using commercial code ANSYS
to determine the stress distribution along the interface and to verify the results
obtained from the analytical model. The axi-symmetric finite element model of
the suggested specimen is shown in Figure 2.2, where aluminum is considered as
material-1 and epoxy as the material-2. 8-nodes PLANE 183 element is used as
the element type for both materials. This element has viscoelasticity and large
strain capabilities. The mesh sizes close to the interface are made very fine and
coarse mesh is used for the area away from the interface to reduce the
computational time. Linear viscoelastic Prony model (consistent with Case-3) is
used for the modeling of epoxy.
The radius of the cylindrical specimen, R, is 10 mm and a tensile load is
applied at the top end while the bottom end is fixed in the longitudinal direction.
The maximum axial stress of 10 MPa is applied in 30 equal load steps and the
time at the end of the load step is 15 minutes (900 seconds). After solving the
nonlinear problem (material nonlinearity), the distribution of stress components
along the interface are recorded. From the stress components, using stress
transformation, the normal and shear stress components along the interface are
determined. An effective interface stress is defined as  eff   n2  3 2 (where,

 n and  are the normal and shear interface stress components, respectively) and
are also calculated. The similar analyses are carried out for specimens with
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different bonding angles. If the stress at the interface corner increases with the
refinement of mesh size and doesn’t converge to a finite value, this indicates the
presence of the stress singularity. For a non-singular stress case the stress at the
interface corner converges to a finite value. The results obtained from the last step
of loading are presented here only.
The distributions of effective interface stress along the interface are shown
in Figure 5.12 for two different bonding angles of 40º and 60º. It is seen that
excessive stresses exist near the free edge of the interface for the bonding angle of
60º. These stress values increase without convergent limits with increasing the
mesh density, indicating that the stress singularity exists at the free edge.
However, for the case of the 40º bonding angle, finite values of the interface
stresses are exhibited and the stress convergence is confirmed by increasing FEM
mesh density. These results are consistent with those obtained from the analytical
solution.
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E
strress along th
he interface ffor bonding angles of 400º and 60º
Figure 5.12: Effective
(C
Case-3)

Then the same an
nalysis is carried out for other bondinng angles from 40˚ to
60˚ by the in
ncrement of 1˚ each timee. The distriibutions of tthe effectivee interface
sttress along the interfacee for the bo
onding angl es of 48˚ annd 49˚ are shown in
Figure 5.13. It is found that the shaape of the ccurve near thhe free edgee starts to
ch
hange from downward to upward direction, w
when the boonding anglee changes
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frrom 48˚ to 49˚.
4 This con
nfirms that the value of the critical bbonding anggle for the
cu
urrent alumiinum/epoxy (elastic/visccoelastic) bi--material intterface is bettween 48˚
an
nd 49˚. Thiss result is thee same as ob
btained by uusing the anaalytical soluttion in the
prrevious sectiion. Thus, th
he accuracy of
o the analyttical model iis also verifiied.

Figure 5.13: Effective
E
strress along th
he interface ffor bonding angles of 488º and 49º
(C
Case-3)
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5.8

DETERMINATION OF THE INTERFACE BONDING STRENGTH
BETWEEN ELASTIC/VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS

The critical bonding angle θc is determined in the previous section as
approximately 48º. Therefore, the test specimens are manufactured with a
bonding angle of 40°, which satisfies the condition of eliminating the stress
singularity (θ0 < θc). The geometry of the specimen is similar as shown in Figure
4.6 (Chapter 4). The details about the specimen preparation can be found in
Section 4.3 of Chapter 4.
A multi-axial testing machine is used to conduct the tests. This machine
has the capacity to apply combined loading (torsion and tension). Using the
controller of the machine, various combinations of normal and shear load are
applied on the specimens. With the help of an accurate data acquisition system,
the failure loads and time required to reach the failure loads are recorded for each
test and are given in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Maximum failure loads and time required to reach failure
No

Tensile load (N)

Torsional Load (N. m)

Time (sec)

1
2
3
4
5

0
1646.34
3368.84
5473.60
6441.28

43.6
44.1
33.79
21.96
0

327.03
330.74
287.6
328.04
580.68
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The viscoelastic
v
epoxy
e
materrial is time aand rate depeendent. The slower is
th
he loading rate,
r
the morre the visco
oelastic effecct. Figure 5.14 shows tthe stresssttrain relation
n for the epoxy at differeent loading rrates.

Figure 5.14: Stress-strain
S
n curves of ep
poxy for diff
fferent loadinng rates

5.8.1

Iterative method for
f
determ
mining the interface bonding
strength envelope
e

In ord
der to find th
he stress disttribution aloong the interfface correspponding to
th
he failure load given in Table 5.2, finite
f
elemennt analyses are carried out. Nonliinear (material nonlineaarity) finite element
e
anaalysis is carrried out by using the
co
ommercial code
c
ANSY
YS. Though axi-symmetrric PLANE 183 elemennt is used
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fo
or the deterrmination off the criticaal bonding aangle, it cannnot be useed for the
to
orsional load
ding (non-ax
xi-symmetricc load) case.. In fact, theere is no 2-D
D element
iss available in
n ANSYS th
hat can be ussed for the toorsional loadding on a viscoelastic
material.
m
Theerefore a 3D
D analysis using
u
SOLID
D 185 elemeent is carrieed out for
co
ombined torrsional and normal
n
loadin
ngs. Figure 5.15 shows the 3D finitte element
model
m
of the specimen.

Figure 5.15: 3D finite element model for thhe bi-material interfacee bonding
sttrength speciimen
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It is given
g
earlier (Figure 4.6
6 in Chapter 4) that the actual lengtth of each
part of materiial in the speecimen is L//2 = 60 mm.. 3D modelinng of the speecimen in
ANSYS
A
with
h this dimenssion requiress a large num
mber of elem
ments, whichh in other
word
w
will maake the probllem time con
nsuming. Too determine aan optimum
m length of
th
he FEM mod
del, four mo
odels with diifferent lenggths, L/2 = 15, 20, 25 annd 30 mm
arre analyzed for an arbiitrary tensilee load of 1 0 MPa appplied on the top. The
bottom of thee model is kept
k
fixed. The
T effective interface sstress at thee interface
co
orner for thee above fourr cases are pllotted againsst the ratio oof the modell length to
th
he specimen diameter (D
D = 20 mm) and
a is shownn in Figure 55.16.

Figure 5.16: Effect
E
of finiite element model
m
lengthh on the anallysis
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It is seen
s
that wh
hen, L/D = 2.5,
2 means, L
L/2 = 25 mm
m, the modell gives an
acccurate enou
ugh value. Thus, the mod
del with L/2 = 25 mm annd R = 10 m
mm is used
fo
or this analysis. This mo
odel consists of 15,984 ellements andd 17, 366 noddes.
The failure
f
loads and corresp
ponding tim
mes to failuree obtained ffrom tests
(g
given in Taable 5.2) aree applied in
n the finite element annalysis. The interface
normal, sheaar and effecctive interface stress cuurves are obtained as described
eaarlier. As an
n example, the
t stress cu
urves along the interface of Specim
men No. 3
with
w
maximu
um tensile and torsion
nal loads oof 3368.84 N and 33.79 N-m,
reespectively, are shown in
n Figure 5.17
7.

Figure 5.17: Stress
S
distrib
bution along
g the interfacce for combinned loading
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For th
he pure torssional loadin
ng case, theere is no noormal interfa
face stress
co
omponent; therefore,
t
th
he maximum
m interface shear stresss along the interface,
denoting as  s , is directly
y taken as th
he shear streength of the bi-material interface.
Figure 5.18 shows the shear stresss distributiion along tthe interfacee for the
sp
pecimen sub
bjected to maximum
m
purre torsional loading. Thee normal strress along
th
he interface vanishes in this case. Th
he maximum
m value of thhe shear streess is s =
21.85 MPa.

Figure 5.18: Stress
S
distrib
bution along
g the interfacce for pure toorsional loadding case
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For the pure global normal loading and other combined normal-shear
loading cases, both normal and shear interface stress components exist along the
interface. Therefore, a normal-shear bonding strength criterion (envelope) is
required to accurately define the interface bonding strength. The criterion is
expressed as,
f ( n ,  )  C

(5.21)

where  n and  are interface normal and shear stress components, respectively,
and C is a constant. The function f and the constant C can be determined through
the following iteration procedure:

(i) For the first trial condition, the effective interface stress criterion is assumed,
so

f (1) ( n ,  )   n2  3 2  3 s
The constant C  3 s is obtained by applying the pure torsional loading case in
which  n  0 .
Therefore, the first trial criterion (effective stress) is

f (1)   n2  3 2  37.85
Or, it can be written as

(

n
37.85

)2  (


21.85

)2  1

(5.22)

Now, from the interface normal and shear stress curves of each loading
test case, the location of the maximum value of

 n2  3 2 along the interface is
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fo
ound; the co
orresponding
g pair of norm
mal and she ar stress vallues for eachh test case
iss recorded. These
T
pairs of
o stresses arre denoted ass [ n, k ,  k ](1) , k = 1, …, 5.
Figuree 5.19 show
ws the points,, [ n, k ,  k ] (1) , k = 1, …
…, 5 obtaineed and the
efffective inteerface stresss criterion curve
c
(Equattion 5.22). Except for the point
[0,  s ] obtaiined from the pure sheear test, noo other poinnts are on tthe curve
ex
xpressed by Equation (5.22).

Figure 5.19: Interface bonding strrength enveelope basedd on effectiive stress
crriterion
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Next,
N
the seccond trial criiterion is fou
und by applyying the besst fit curve ttechnique.
By
B keeping th
he value s = 20.86 MPaa, it is foundd that the folllowing equaation (Eq.
5.23) fits the previous datta points verry well (see F
Figure 5.19))

(

n
19.67

)2  (


21.85

)2  1

(5.23)

d on the abo
ove second trial criterioon, a secondd set of streess points
Based

[ n, k ,  k ]( 2) , k = 1,…., 5 , is obtainned based onn the maxim
mum values oof the left
siide of Equattion (5.23) fo
or each test case.
c
Figure 5.20 showss both Equatiion (5.23)
an
nd correspon
nding points [ n, k ,  k ](2) , k = 1, … , 5.

Figure 5.20: Interface
I
bon
nding streng
gth envelope after 1st iterration
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Itt is clear thaat this criterio
on doesn’t fit
f the data ppoints very w
well (Figure 5.20). As
prrevious, the third criterion is obtaineed by fittingg the stress ppoints [ n, k ,  k ](2) , k
= 1, ….,5 as follows
f

(

n
22.75

)2  (


21.85

)2  1

(5.24)

Following thee same proccedure, for th
his trial criteerion (Equattion 5.24), a third set
of stress poin
nts [ n,k ,  k ](3) , k = 1,…
…., 5 , is obbtained for eeach test casse. Figure
5.21 shows both Equation
n (5.24) and
d correspondding stress pooints [ n,k ,  k ](3) , k =
1, …, 5.

B
streength envelo
ope for the teested aluminnum/epoxy innterface
Figure 5.21: Bonding
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Continuing the iteration procedure, the fourth criterion is obtained as
follows (Equation 5.25),

(

n
21.15

)2  (


21.85

)2  1

(5.25)

This trial condition (Equation 5.25) produces the same data points [ n,k ,  k ](3) ,
i.e. a converged criterion is obtained. . Therefore, for the tested aluminum/epoxy
(elastic/viscoelastic) bi-material interface, Equation (5.25), as shown in Figure
5.21, represents its normal-shear interface bonding strength criterion (envelope) in
the range of the first quarter of the normal-shear stress plane.
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CHAPTER 6
VISCOELASTIC/VISCOELASTIC BI-MATERIAL INTERFACE

This chapter presents the bi-material interface bonding strength envelope
determination of a viscoelastic/viscoelastic bonded joint. For this case, interface
between viscoelastic PVC and epoxy materials are considered. Both PVC and
epoxy are assumed as linear viscoelastic materials. This chapter is organized as in
the following order: scope of the study, material modeling, analytical solution to
find the stress singularity and critical bonding angle, and determination of the
bonding strength of a PVC/epoxy bi-material interface.

6.1

SCOPE OF THE STUDY

In chapter 5, analyses of the stress singularity and interface bonding
strength determination for elastic/viscoelastic bonded joints has been briefly
explained. To the best of our knowledge, the analytical solution to determine the
stress singularity at the interface corner of a viscoelastic/viscoelastic bonded joint
is yet to be further explored. In this study, the analytical solution to determine the
stress singularity considering the three different cases of material modeling
described in previous chapter (Chapter 5) are developed. Once the stress
singularity is eliminated from the interface corner, the interface bonding strength
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between two viscoelastic materials is determined based on the proposed method
(details about the method have been given in Chapter 2).

6.2

VISCOELASTIC PROPERTIES OF PVC
The three different material models described in Chapter 5 for the

elastic/viscoelastic interface, are also considered for the material modeling of
viscoelastic/viscoelastic interface. It is noted that PVC and epoxy are considered
as constituent materials for this study of viscoelastic/viscoelastic interface. Since,
the material modeling for epoxy has already briefly described in Chapter 5, the
present discussions are kept limited to the material modeling of PVC only.

From the measured data in section 3.2.3 of Chapter 3, the required
properties of PVC to express as Equations (5.3), (5.4) and (5.6) in Chapter 5 are
given in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Experimental viscoelastic properties of PVC
Property
Shear Modulus, μ
(MPa)
Poisson’s ratio, ν

At t = 0

At t = ∞

Relaxation time

 ( 0 )  1242

 (  )  830

t0= 45 sec

 0   (0)  0.362

 (  )  0 .395

t0= 45 sec
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Based on the three cases of material models (details in Chapter 5), the viscoelastic
properties of PVC are expressed as follows:

Case-1:
The viscoelastic shear modulus, μ(t) = 830+412 e-t/45
and Poisson’s ratio,

(6.1)

ν(t) = 0.362

Case-2:
The viscoelastic shear modulus, μ(t) = 830+412 e-t/45
and Poisson’s ratio,

(6.2)

ν(t) = 0.395- 0.033e-t/45

Case-3:
Figure 6.1 shows the experimental viscoelastic shear modulus curve for
PVC and the fitting curve according to the model described in Case-3. Thus,
Equation (6.3) represents the viscoelastic properties of PVC obtained from fitting
the experimental curve.

μ(t) = 830+305 e-t/12+107 e-t/695

(6.3)
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Figure 6.1: Ex
xperimental and modeleed viscoelasttic shear moddulus of PVC
C

Similaar to the epo
oxy, it is seeen that to reepresent the viscoelasticc behavior
of PVC, case--3 should bee considered (Figure 6.1)) for materiaal modeling.

Similaarly, from Figure 6.2, th
he Poisson’ss ratio of PV
VC consideriing case-3
quation (6.4)
iss given by Eq
ν(t)) = 0.395-0.0
012 e-t/436-0.0
021e-t/76

(6.4)
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Figure 6.2: Ex
xperimental and modeleed viscoelasttic Poisson’ss ratio of PV
VC

6.3

ANAL
LYTICAL

SOL
LUTION

FOR

VISC
COELASTIC
C/VISCOEL
LASTIC BO
ONDED JO
OINTS

6.3.1

Case-1: The
T shear modulus
m
is time depen
ndent but P
Poisson’s
ratio is tim
me independ
dent

a
so
olution for a viscoelasstic/viscoelaastic bondedd joint is
The analytical
ob
btained by following a similar methodologgy used in Chapter 5 for the
ellastic/viscoeelastic bond
ded joint. The
T
only diifference is that here both the
materials
m
are viscoelasticc, whereas only
o
epoxy was viscoellastic in thee previous
caase in Chaptter 5. So it iss easily undeerstandable tthat the calcuulation or formulation
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of analytical solution for a viscoelastic/viscoelastic interface is more tedious than
that for an elastic/viscoelastic interface.

For case-1, using the elastic viscoelastic analogy the Dundurs’ (1969)
Parameters in the transformed domain are obtained as follows:
s * ( s ) 

s1* ( s )(1  s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  s1* ( s))
s1* ( s )(1  s 2* ( s))  s 2* ( s )(1  s1* ( s ))

D
D2
C1
C
 2 )(1   20 )  s ( 1 
)(1  10 )
s s  2
s s  1
1
*
]
 ( s)  [
D1
D2
C2
s C1
)(1   20 )  s( 
)(1  10 )
s( 
s s  2
s s  1
s(

(6.5a)

And,
s1* ( s )(1  2 s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  2 s1* ( s ))
s ( s ) 
2 [ s1* ( s )(1  s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  s1* ( s ))]
*

D
D2
C1
C
 2 )(1  2 20 )  s ( 1 
)(1  210 )
s s  2
s s  1
1
*
]
 (s)  [
D1
D2
C1
C2
s
2[ s( 
)(1   20 )  s ( 
)(1  10 )]
s s  2
s s  1
s(

(6.5b)

where, the shear modulus of the two linear viscoelastic materials are expressed as
follows for case-1,

1 (t )  C1  C2 e 1t

(6.6a)

 2 (t )  D1  D2 e 2t

(6.6b)

where, 1  1 / t10 ,  2  1 / t 20 and t10 and t20 are the viscoelastic relaxation time for
the PVC and Epoxy, respectively.
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Using Laplace inverse transformation, the Dundurs’ parameters in time domain
are given by Equation (6.7)
1

(t)  [{(D1(D1  D2 )(10 1)2  (e  e 1)(C2D1 C1D2 )(10 1)(20 1) C1(20 1)2 (C1  C2 )}

 (e  e ){((1 2 )(10 1)((D1(10 1)  C1(20 1))(C2D1  C1D2 ))(20 1)
 (10 1)(D2 (10 1)(C1D21  C2D1(1  22 ))  (C2 (20 1)(C1D2 (21 2 )  C2D12 ))(20 1))}]

(6.7a)
And,
1 (( D1 (1  210 )  C1 (2 20  1)) 
 ( D1 (10  1)  C1 ( 20  1))(( D1  D2 )(10  1)  (C1  C2 )( 20  1))
2
2 ( D1 (10  1)  C1 ( 20  1))

 (t )  [

(2  3 20  10 (4 20  3)) 2 ((e  e  ) (C2 D1  C1D2 )  (e   e )C1D221 (1  10 )
 (e  e  )(C2 D1D2 (10  1)(1  22 )  (C1 D2  C2 D1 )( D1 (10  1)  C1 ( 20  1))(1  2 )
 C2 ( 20  1)(C1 D2 (21  2 )  C2 D12 )))]

(6.7b)
where,

   ( D1 (10  1)  C1 (20  1))(( D1  D2 )(10  1)  (C1  C2 )(20  1)) ,

  Sqrt [412 ( D1 (10  1)  C1 (20  1))(( D1  D2 )(10  1)  (C1  C2 )(20  1)) 
(C1 (1  2 )(10  20  2)  D21 (10  1)  C22 (20  1))2 ]

 c 
 
t,
b
 c 

t,
b
c  ( D12  ( D1  D2 )1 )(10  1)  (C11  (C1  C 2 ) 2 )( 20  1)

b  2(( D1  D2 )(10  1)  (C1  C 2 )( 20  1))

,

,

The eigenvalue equation (Equation 4.18) to determine λ in time domain is
obtained as Equation (6.8)
 1 sin 2    2 .2(22 cos2  1) sin  sin 2  3 .42 sin  sin 2 cos2 
  4 .42 cos2  (1  cos  cos 2  22 cos2  )   5 .{sin2 2  42 (2 1) cos2   4 sin 2 2 }
  6 .{42 cos2  (2 cos2  1  cos  cos 2 )  (cos   cos 2 ) 2 }  0

(6.8)
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Where,
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6.3.2













Case-2: Both the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio are time
dependent

According to the description of material properties in case-2, the shear
moduli of two materials bonded together along a common interface are expressed
as follows,

1 (t )  C1  C2e t

(6.9a)

2 (t )  D1  D2e t

(6.9b)

1

2

and

1 (t )  A1  A2 e  t

(6.10a)

1

 2 (t )  B1  B2 e  t
2

(6.10b)
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Where, 1 , 1 are the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio of material-1and 2 ,  2
are the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio of material-2; 1  1 / t10 , 2  1 / t20 and
t10 and t20 are the viscoelastic relaxation time for the two materials respectively.

Applying the elastic viscoelastic analogy, the transform Dundurs’ Parameters for
case-2 are given by

s * ( s ) 

s1* ( s )(1  s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  s1* ( s ))
s1* ( s )(1  s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  s1* ( s ))

A
A
B
B2
D
D2
C1
C2

)(1  s ( 1 
))  ( 1 
)(1  s ( 1  2 ))
1 s s  1
s s  1
s s  2
s s  2
 * (s)  [
]
C
C
B
B
D
D
A
A
s ( 1
2
2
2
)(1  s ( 1 
))  ( 1 
)(1  s ( 1  2 ))
s s  1
s s  2
s s  2
s s  1
(

(6.11a)
And,
s * ( s ) 

s1* ( s )(1  2 s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  2 s1* ( s ))
2[ s1* ( s )(1  s 2* ( s ))  s 2* ( s )(1  s1* ( s ))[

C1
C2
B
B2
D
D2
A
A
)(1  2 s ( 1 
))  ( 1 
)(1  2 s ( 1  2 ))

1 s s  1
s s  2
s s  2
s s  1
 * (s)  [
]
s 2[( C1  C2 )(1  s ( B1  B2 ))  ( D1  D2 )(1  s ( A1  A2 ))]
s s  1
s s  2
s s  2
s s  1
(

(6.11b)
Carrying out the inverse Laplace transformation and using the properties
mentioned earlier in case-2, the Dundurs’ parameter in time domain are given by:

 (t )  699.72 10 3  157.04  103 e 1.05694t  422.3110 3 e 0.4516t

(6.12a)

 (t )  60.91  10 3  13.01  10 3 e 1.05694 t  30.87  10 3 e 0.4516 t

(6.12b)
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Similarly as previous, for case-2, the eigenvalue equation (Equation 4.18)
in time domain is given by
 1 sin2   2 .2(22 cos2  1) sin sin2  3 .42 sin sin2 cos2 
 4 .42 cos2  (1 cos cos2  22 cos2  )  5 .{sin2 2  42 (2 1) cos2   4 sin2 2 }
 6 .{42 cos2  (2 cos2  1 cos cos2 )  (cos  cos2 ) 2 }  0

(6.13)
where,
 1  295 .92  (591 .84  102 .85 t )  e  t / 0.75  (138 .47  24.40 t )  e  t /1.5

 2  207.06  (286.29  84.20 t )  et / 0.75  (47.51  21.41t )  e t /1.5

 3  180.25  (288.91  7.92 t )  e  t / 0.75  (2.74  1.39 t )  e  t / 1.5
 4  126.12  (8.39  6.48 t )  e t / 0.75  (1.81  1.22 t )  e t /1.5

 5  144.88  (72.09  68.93t )  et / 0.75  (23.27  18.79 t )  et /1.5
 6  1.10  (0.94  0.61t )  e t / 0.75  (0.1  0.08t )  e t /1.5

6.3.3

Case -3: Both the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratios are time
dependent and more accurately represent the behavior of the
material

For case-3, using the material properties of PVC (Equations 6.3 and 6.4)
and epoxy (Equations 5.10 and 5.11); and following the procedure mentioned
above, the Dundurs’ parameters in time domain are given by
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 (t )  (699 .72  127 .17 e 4.315 t  293 .11e 2.213 t  2.216 e 1.179 t  8.19 e 0.784 t
 7.46 e  0.137 t  31 .07 e  0.09 t  56 .27 e  0.074 t  1.46 e  0.055 t )  10  3

 (t )  (609 .12  23 .8e 4.315 t  58e 2.213 t  15 .65e 1.179 t  5.04 e 0.784 t
 5.30 e  0.137 t  4.76 e  0.09 t  10 .02 e  0.074 t  25 .83e  0.055 t )  10 3

(6.14a)

(6.14b)

And, the eigenvalue equation (Equation 4.18) in time domain for case-3 is given
as follows:
1 sin2  2.2(22 cos2  1)sinsin2 3.42 sinsin2 cos2 
4.42 cos2  (1 cos cos2  22 cos2  ) 5.{sin2 2  42 (2 1)cos2   4 sin2 2 } (6.15)
6.{42 cos2  (2 cos2  1 cos cos2)  (cos  cos2)2}  0

where,
 0.296e10.18t  e10.1t (172535  554.47t )  e10.1t (173198  507.32t )  ....... 


 1  e 10.18t  ......e10.12t (838.95  5.43t )  e10.05t (175.5  1.72t )  e 5.18t (0.4  0.16t )  ... 


 ....e 7.36t (0.16  0.7t )  e 8.98t  10 3 (9.7  0.1t )  e 9.4t  10 3 (3.1  0.01t ) 



 0.207e10.18t  e 5.18t (0.23  0.16t )  e 8.98t  10 3 (9.17  0.1t )  ....



 2  e 10.18t  ...e 9.4t  10 3 (0.4  0.001t )  e 7.36t (0.06  0.07t )  e10.05t (115.7  1.13t )  .. 


 .....e10.12t (552.9  3.58t )  e10.1t (114159  334.38t )  e10.1t (113722  365.5t ) 



 0.018e10.18t  e10.1t (24800.8  79.7t )  e10.1t (24896.2  72.92t )  .......



10.18 t
10.12 t
10.05t
5.18 t
 ......e
(120.6  0.78t )  e
(25.2  0.25t )  e (0.028  0.024t )  ... 
3  e


 ....e 7.36t (0.018  0.015t )  e 8.98t  10 3 (5.4  0.1t )  e 9.4t  10 3 (1.5  0.01t ) 
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 0.013e10.18t  e10.1t (5608.4  18.02t )  e10.1t (5629.9  16.5t )  .......



10.18 t
10.12 t
10.05 t
5.18t
 ......e

(27.3  0.18t )  e
(5.71  0.06t )  e (0.002  0.024t )  ...
4  e


 ....e 7.36t (0.005  0.015t )  e 8.98t  10 3 (4.87  0.1t )  e 9.4t  10 3 (1.23  0.01t ) 



 0.145e10.18t  e 5.18t (0.06  0.16t )  e 8.98t  10 3 (8.6  0.1t )  ....



10.18 t
3
9.4 t
7.36 t
10.05t
 ...e  10 (2.3  0.003t )  e (0.034  0.07t )  e
(73.5  0.72t )  .. 
5  e


 .....e10.12t (351.3  2.28t )  e10.1t (72537  212.5t )  e10.1t (72259.8  232.2t ) 



 0.0011e10.18t  e 5.18t (0.0007  0.004t )  e 8.98t  10 3 (1.1  0.1t )  ....



10.18t
3
9.4 t
7.36 t
10.05 t
 ...e  10 (0.1  0.005t )  e (0.0003  0.003t )  e
(0.1  0.01t )  .. 
6  e


 .....e10.12t (4.7  0.03t )  e10.1t (978.1  2.87t )  e10.1t (974.3  3.131t )




6.4

STRESS SINGULARITY AND CRITICAL BONDING ANGLE FOR
A PVC/ EPOXY BONDED JOINT

The material properties of PVC are presented briefly earlier in this
chapter. The viscoelastic properties of epoxy have been described in previous
chapter (Chapter 5). Once the properties of both materials are known, the time
dependent Dundurs’ parameters are determined for the three material models
using the above analytical formulation. Variation in the Dundurs’ parameters (α,
β) with time is shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: Variation
V
of Dundurs’
D
paarameter α(t)) with time
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V
of Dundurs’
D
paarameter β(t)) with time
Figure 6.4: Variation

Figuree 6.3 shows that the visscoelastic Pooisson’s ratioo has an inssignificant
nfluence on α. For the same
s
viscoelastic shear modulus, vaalue of α is the same
in
fo
or both con
nstant and time-depend
t
dent Poissonn’s ratio (C
Case-1 and Case 2).
However,
H
α is
i influenced
d by the visccoelastic sheear moduluss. Thus, therre exists a
difference in α for the caase-3 with th
hat for cases -1 & 2. Figgure 6.4 illusstrates the
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effect of Poisson’s ratio on β. It is observed that the difference between the
response of β for constant and time dependent Poisson’s ratio is noticeable. For
case -3, initially, the Dundurs’ parameter β shows the similar trend as case-1,
however, after a while it follows the similar trend as case-2 but at a slower rate. It
can be concluded that the case-1 cannot predict the behavior of the stress
singularity over a long time period and case-2 can only predict the stress
singularity after sufficient amount of time.

Next, the eigenvalue λ is determined for different bonding angles for the
above mentioned three different cases. It can be reviewed again that the order of
the stress singularity is (λ-1) and the condition for the elimination of the stress
singularity is λ > 1. Higher the value of λ (when λ < 1) indicates lower the order of
the stress singularity at the interface corner. Figure 6.5 shows the variation of λ
with time for a bonding angle of 40 degrees.
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Figure 6.5: Variation
V
of λ with time for
f the bondiing angle 40ºº

For bo
onding anglee 40º, the vaalue of λ is aalways greaater than 1 inn all three
caases. This in
ndicates thaat there is no
n stress sinngularity exiisting at the interface
co
orner. The value
v
of λ in
ncreases with
h time in alll cases. Casee-1 determinnes higher
value of λ thaan cases- 2 &3; predicts less singul
ularity in anyy structure ccontaining
viscoelastic/v
viscoelastic interface
i
thaan actually it has. In F
Figure 6.6, rresults are
sh
hown for a bonding
b
ang
gle of 60 deg
grees. It is cllear that for the bondingg angle 60
degree, the sttress singulaarity always exists (λ < 1) at the innterface cornner for all
th
hree cases.
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Figure 6.6: Variation
V
of λ with time for
f the bondiing angle 60ºº

It is seeen from Fig
gure 6.6 thatt the stress ssingularity inncreases withh time for
c
alll the three cases.
As described
d
in
n earlier ch
hapter that the criticaal bonding angle is
determined fo
or which thee value of λ changes froom less thann 1 to greateer than 1.
hows the varriation of eig
genvalue λ w
with time foor a bondingg angle of
Figure 6.7 sh
49º.
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Figure 6.7: Variation
V
of λ with time for
f the bondiing angle 49ºº

In thee Figure 6.7, the importaance of accuurate materiaal modeling is clearly
visible. For th
he bonding angle 49º, case-1 prediccts that, initiially there exxist stress
siingularity at the interface corner butt it disappearrs with time. However, tthis result
iss completely
y misleading
g. Case-2 and
d case-3 enssures that foor this bondiing angle,
th
he singularitty increases with time rather than decreases. It is knownn that the
siingularity in
ncreases witth time. Forr the case oof a finite sttress or nonn–singular
sttress at the interface corner, the ord
der of the sttress singulaarity may inncrease or
decrease with
h time.
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Next, in Figure 6.8 the variattion of eigennvalue λ witth time for a bonding
an
ngle of 48ºº is shown. Considerin
ng the case--1 and the definition oof critical
bonding anglle, the critical bonding angle for thhe tested PV
VC/Epoxy innterface is
determined in
n between 48
8º and 49º. However,
H
caases -2 and 3 prove that tthis result
iss not accuratte as there ex
xist stress sin
ngularity forr the bondingg angle of 488º.

Figure 6.8: Variation
V
of λ with time for
f the bondiing angle 48ºº
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Figuree 6.9 shows the variation
n of eigenvaalue λ for a bbonding anggle of 47º.
Itt is seen thatt for all threee cases the value
v
of λ is greater thann 1 (λ > 1); m
means the
siingularity diisappears forr the bondin
ng angle 47º.. Thus, the ccritical bondding angle
fo
or the tested
d PVC/Epox
xy is determ
mined as in bbetween 47º and 48º (477º ≤ θc <
48º).

V
of λ with time for
f the bondiing angle 47ºº
Figure 6.9: Variation
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6.5

DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL BONDING ANGLE BY FINITE
ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The results obtained from the analytical solution are verified by the finite
element analysis. The axi-symmetric finite element model shown in Figure 2.2
(Chapter 2) is also used in this analysis. It is clear enough that PVC is modeled as
material -1 and Epoxy is as material-2. Similar to the elastic/viscoelastic analysis,
8-noded PLANE 183 element is used for both materials in this analysis. A
uniform tensile stress of 10 MPa is applied at top end while the bottom end is
fixed in longitudinal direction. The axi-symmetric problem is solved in 30 equal
load steps and the time at the end of load step is 15 minutes (900 seconds).

Figure 6.10 shows the distributions of interface effective stress along the
interface for two different bonding angles of 40º and 60º. From the definition of
the stress singularity it is found that for the bonding angle of 60º, there exists
stress singularity at the free edge of the interface. However, for the case of 40º
bonding angle, finite values of the interface stresses are exhibited and the stress
convergence is confirmed by increasing FEM mesh density.
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Figure 6.10: Effective
E
strress along th
he interface ffor bonding angles of 400º and 60º
Case-3).
(C

The saame analysis is carried out for other bonding anngles from 440˚ to 60˚
by
y the increm
ment of 1˚ eaach time and
d the distribuutions of inteerface effecttive stress
allong the inteerface for bo
onding anglees 47˚, 48˚ aand 49˚ are sshown in Figgure 6.11.
Itt is seen thaat for the 47
7˚ bonding angle,
a
the shhape of the effective strress curve
near the free edge is cleaarly going to
o the downw
ward directionn but for 49˚ bonding
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an
ngle, it is go
oing to the upward
u
direcction. For thee 48˚ bondinng angle, thee effective
sttress curve near the freee edge sho
ows the sim
milar trend too that of foor the 49˚
bonding anglle. This conffirms that th
he value of tthe critical bbonding anggle for the
viscoelastic PVC/Epoxy
P
bi-material interface iss in betweeen 47˚ and 48˚. This
reesult verifiess the results obtained fro
om the analyttical model.

Figure 6.11: Effective
E
strress along th
he interface ffor the bondding angles oof 47º, 48º
an
nd 49º (Casee-3).
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6.6

DETERMINATION OF INTERFACE BONDING STRENGTH
BETWEEN VISCOELASTIC/VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS

The test specimens are manufactured with a bonding angle of 40°. The
specimens are tested under various combinations of normal and shear stress. The
failure loads and time required to reach the failure load are recorded for each test
from the multi-axial testing machine and is given in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Maximum failure loads and time required to reach failure
No

Tensile load (N)

Torsional Load (N. m)

Time (sec)

1
2
3
4
5

0
766.80
1620.21
2552.72
3112.75

33.98
34.06
28.10
18.82
0

676.67
358.14
265.95
367.03
368.92

Finite element analysis is carried out for each test case with the maximum
failure loads given in Table 6.2. As mentioned in the earlier chapter that 3D
analysis is needed to analyze the viscoelastic interface for the torsional and
combined loading. The 3D finite element model of the specimen and details of
this analysis can be found in Chapter 5 (Figure 5.15).
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After solving the problem, thee stress com
mponents alonng the interfface in the
laast step of loading
l
are recorded. Using
U
the strress transforrmation, the interface
normal, shearr and effectiv
ve stress disstributions allong the inteerface are deetermined.
Figure 6.12 shows
s
the sttress curves along the iinterface of specimen unnder pure
teensile loadin
ng. It is now
w clear that both
b
normal and shear sstress compoonents are
prresent in thee tensile/com
mbined loadin
ng case.

Figure 6.12: Stress
S
distrib
bution along
g the interfacce for pure teensile loadinng

Figuree 6.13 show
ws the streess distributtion along the interfacce of the
sp
pecimen un
nder pure to
orsional loaading. Theree is no norrmal interfaace stress
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co
omponent fo
or the appliccation of purre torsional lloading. Theerefore, the m
maximum
in
nterface sheaar stress alo
ong the interrface, denoteed by  s , is directly takken as the
sh
hear strengtth of the bii-material in
nterface. Thhus the inteerface shearr bonding
sttrength for th
he viscoelasttic PVC/Epo
oxy is determ
mined as s = 15.14 MPaa.

Figure 6.13: Stress
S
distrib
bution along
g the interfacce for pure toorsional loadding case

he pure glo
obal normal loading annd other com
mbined norm
mal-shear
For th
lo
oading casess, both norm
mal and sheear interfacee stress com
mponents exxist. So, a
normal-shear bonding strength criteerion (enveelope) is reqquired to ddefine the
in
nterface bond
ding strength
h. As mentio
oned earlier that the criteerion is exprressed as,
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f ( n ,  )  C
where  n and  are interface normal and shear stress components, respectively,
and C is a constant. The function f and the constant C can be determined through
the following iteration procedure:

(i) The effective stress criterion in assumed as first trial condition, so

f (1) ( n ,  )   n2  3 2  3 s
The constant C  3 s is obtained by applying the pure torsional loading case in
which  n  0 .
Therefore, the first trial criterion (effective stress) is

(

n



)2  (
)2  1
26.22
15.14

(6.15)

Next, from the interface normal and shear stress curves of each loading test case,
the location of the maximum value of

 n2  3 2 along the interface is identified

and the corresponding pair of normal and shear stress values for each test case is
recorded. These pairs of stresses are considered as the 1st stress data points and
denoted as “1st data set”.

Figure 6.14 shows the points obtained considering the effective stress
criterion and the effective stress curve expressed by Equation 6.15.
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Figure 6.14: Interface bonding strrength enveelope basedd on effectiive stress
crriterion

Itt is noted thaat the stress data points are not fittedd by the effeective stress criterion.
Next,
N
the seccond trial criiterion is fou
und by appllying the best fit curve technique
on
n the 1st streess data poin
nts. By keepiing the valuee s = 15.84 MPa, the seecond trial
crriterion is ob
btained as Eq
quation 6.16
6 (see Figuree 6.14).

(

n
7.95

)2  (


15.14

)2  1

(6.16)
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Based
d on the abov
ve second triial criterion,, a second seet of stress ddata points
iss obtained based on the maximum values
v
of thee left side oof Equation (6.16) for
eaach test case and denotted as “2nd data set”. F
Figure 6.15 sshows both Equation
(6
6.16) and corresponding stress data points.
p

I
bon
nding streng
gth envelope in different iterations
Figure 6.15: Interface

oesn’t fit thhe “2nd data set” well. The third
Itt is also cleear that this criterion do
crriterion is ob
btained by fiitting the 2nd set of stresss data points as follows

(

n
9.63

)2  (


15.14

)2  1

(6.17)
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Following the same procedure, for this trial criterion (Equation 6.17), a third set
of stress points is obtained for each test case. Figure 6.15 also includes the third
set of stress data points. It is observed that Equation (6.17) also fits the third set of
stress data points. Further iteration produces the same stress data points, i.e. a
converged strength criterion is obtained.

Therefore, for the tested

viscoelastic/viscoelastic (PVC/Epoxy) bi-material interface, Equation (6.17), as
shown in Figure 6.15, represents its normal-shear interface bonding strength
criterion (envelope) in the range of the first quarter of the normal-shear stress
plane.
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CHAPTER 7
APPLICATION IN DENTAL RESTORATIONS

Structures consisting of two dissimilar materials bonded together along a
common interface are increasingly used in various bio-medical disciplines. One of
the important examples of such applications is in the dental crowns which are
used to replace the damaged tooth structures. Porcelain fused to metal (PFM) and
all ceramic crowns are widely used in dental restorations. Optimal design for
Porcelain fused to metal crown based on the developed method is presented in
this chapter.

7.1

BACKGROUND STUDY

Structures consisting of two dissimilar materials bonded together along a
common interface are often found in various engineering and biomedical
applications, for example, in dental crowns which are used to repair damaged
teeth. Porcelain fused to metal (PFM) restorations are popular because low fusing
porcelain enamels have coefficients of thermal expansion that are similar to those
of the supporting metals (Craig et al., 1971). Clinical aspects of PFM restorations
have been extensively studied and reported in the literature; see references
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(Masterton and Davis, 1964; Mumford, 1965; Straussberg et al., 1966), among
others.
Although it is uncertain if the PFM bond is a van der Waals bond or a
chemical bond, the bond strength developed between porcelain enamels and gold
alloys has received considerable attention in studies that have attempted to
understand the failure of PFM crowns (Shell and Nielsen, 1962; Ryge, 1965,
Knap and Ryge, 1966). Stashevich and Guzman (1984) reported that inadequate
adhesion between the ceramic and metal layers is one of the main reasons for
fracture in ceramic–metal items such as integral prostheses formed by alloys with
porcelain shells. DeHoff and Anusavice (1984) reported that porcelain– metal
incompatibility may cause localized marginal distortion of metal–ceramic crowns.
Craig et al. (1971) examined stress distribution in restorations and the
supporting structure in considering different designs, loading sites, and
magnitudes of load using a two-dimensional (2D) photoelastic technique. They
recommended that the porcelain–gold joint at the shoulder should be at an angle
of 30° to the horizontal for better stress distribution.
Various factors can affect the long-term viability of crowns, such as
geometry of preparation, type of composite cement and adhesive system, marginal
adaptation, periodontal response, tooth morphology functional and parafunctional
activities, etc. The most common failure modes associated with dental restorations
are fracture, micro-leakage, and debonding (Clark, 2008; Whitworth et al., 2002;
Lu et al., 2008). The failure at the interface is primarily caused by a stress
concentration/singularity in the dental ceramic at the corner of the interface
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(Soboyejo et al., 2001; Lawn et al., 2002). Li et al. (2004), on the basis of finite
element analyses, suggested that a high stress concentration exists at the crown–
cement interface of dental bridges. For resin-bonded bridge structures, clinical
observations and experimental investigations have shown that debonding at the
interface is a major mode of failure (Knight, 1993; Culy and Tyas, 1998). Also,
for all ceramic crowns, the major clinical failure is observed at the interface
between the crown (dental ceramic) and cement (Kelly, 1997). In dental crown
restorations, the Young’s modulus of the crown material is different to that of the
cement. Hence, there is a stress concentration in the crown at the interface
between the crown and the cement (Soboyejo et al., 2001).

From the above review, it is clear that failures are usually initiated from
the corners of the interfaces in dental crowns or bridges, where either a high stress
concentration or a stress singularity can be created. In this study, the principles of
continuum mechanics (interface mechanics is a branch of this area) are used to
study the characteristics of interface stress distribution along the interface
between two materials and the dependence of the stress distribution on the
geometry of the interface, especially the conditions with or without stress
concentration/singularity at the free edge corners of the interface. The analysis is
based on the materials’ bulk mechanical properties (Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratio for elastic interfaces between two materials). The work presented
here suggests that there are two possible routes to reduce/avoid a stress singularity
at the corner of an interface: one is to change the material combination thereby
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minimizing the difference in the mechanical properties of the two materials; the
other is to optimally design the interface geometry. The focus of this research is in
fact on the latter method. Only PFM crowns containing precious or non-precious
metals are considered in this study; however, the proposed method can be applied
to other types of crown. From a micro- or nano-scale point of view the surface
structures of most materials differ from their bulk (substrate) properties; for
example, the surface structures of most metals can include an oxide layer, a
strain-hardening layer, etc. The study of micro-/nano-structural characteristics at
the interface between two materials (more accurately, the word ‘interphase’
should be used) is important in order to understand the chemical/physical bonding
mechanisms between the two materials. However, this is beyond the scope of this
study.

7.2

MATERIALS

The materials considered in this study are porcelain, cement, and metal.
Two types of metal are included: the precious-metal-based alloy, Olympia and the
non-precious-metal-based alloy, Wirobond-280. These materials are currently
used in many dental laboratories.

All of the materials used in this research are considered to be linear elastic
and isotropic. Only two elastic properties, Young’s modulus of elasticity (E) and
Poisson’s ratio (ν) are therefore required to characterize these materials. The
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modulus of elasticity of porcelain has been reported several times in the literature
(Anusavice et al., 1980; Lawn et al., 2001; Li et al., 2004) as being between 68
and 68.9 GPa and the Poisson’s ratio as being between 0.25 and 0.28 (Anusavice
et al., 1980; Li et al., 2004). The modulus of elasticity of Olympia and Wirobond280 are specified by their respective manufacturers as approximately 124 GPa and
220 GPa respectively. The Poisson’s ratio for gold alloys varies from 0.383 to
0.397 (Suansuwan and swain, 2001). The data for the Poisson’s ratio of
Wirobond-280 is not available. Thus, the Poisson’s ratio, ν of Wirobond-280 is
estimated from its constituent properties by the commonly used rule of mixing

7

   iVi
i 1

(7.1)

where νi and Vi are the Poisson’s ratio and volume fraction of each
constituent, respectively, The Volume fraction of each constituent is calculated by

Vi 


Wi
i

(7.2)

where Wi is the weight fraction, ρi is density of constituent i, and ρ is the
density of the WIROBOND-280 alloy. Thus the obtained Poisson’s ratio, ν of
WIROBOND-280 is 0.275. Details of this calculation can be found Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Poisson’s ratio calculation for Wirobond-280

Co

Weight
fraction
(%)
60.2

Cr

25

0.21

7.14

29.76

.0625

W

6.2

0.28

19.2

2.74

0.008

Mo

4.8

0.31

10.28

3.97

.012

Ga

2.9

0.35

5.9

4.18

.015

Si

0.45 (let)

-

-

-

-

Mn

0.45 (let)

-

-

-

-

Total

100

Components

0.31

Density,
ρ
(gm/cm3)
8.9

Volume
fraction,
V (%)
57.49

Poisson’s
ratio, ν

ν × V/100
.1782

0.275

Manufacturer: BEGO; Elastic modulus: 220 GPa, Density: 8.5 gm/cm3

There are numerous cements currently in use in dental practice. Zinc
phosphate, zinc silico-phosphate, and silicate cement are among the most widely
used compounds. van Noort (2002) reported that zinc phosphate cement is
extensively used in clinical practice because of its long history of success and
favorable handling properties. The elastic properties for zinc phosphate are taken
from Nakayama et al. (1974). The properties of porcelain, Olympia, Wirobond280, and the zinc phosphate dental cement are summarized in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.2: Elastic properties of dental materials

Porcelain

Modulus of Elasticity, E
(GPa)
68

OLYMPIA

124

0.38

WIROBOND 280

220

0.275

Dental Cement

60

0.32

Material

Poisson’s Ratio, ν
0.25

Manufacturer of OLYMPIA: JELENKO

7.3

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL

Figure 7.1 shows a sectional view of a PFM crown. One can see that the
three materials are joined together along two different interfaces: the interface
between porcelain and metal and the interface between metal and dental cement.
Of course, there exists another interface between cement and dentine (not shown
on Figure 7.1), but the properties of the cement can be considered to be similar to
dental cement according to Zarone et al. (2005). From the point of view of
interface mechanics, the closer the mechanical properties of the two materials, the
less severity of the stress concentration/singularity at their interface. Thus, the
cement/dentine interface is not included in the model. Of course, if the difference
in properties between the dental cement and dentine is large, this interface should
also be included in the analysis. In principal, there is no difficulty in applying the
proposed method to that case.
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Figure 7.1: Sectional
S
vieew of a PFM
M crown andd local moddel near the free edge
co
orner of the interface

he Introductiion, the mainn reason forr the failure of a PFM
As deescribed in th
onding, whicch is most lik
kely to start from the freee edge cornners of the
crrown is debo
in
nterfaces as shown in Figure
F
7.1. This
T
is due to the existence of a hhigh stress
co
oncentration
n or even a sttress singulaarity at thesee corners of tthe interfacee. A stress
siingularity means
m
that theeoretically th
he stress vallue goes to innfinity whenn a load is
ap
pplied on th
he crown. To
o focus the stress
s
analyssis on the arrea near the free edge
co
orners, threee types of local models are
a obtainedd from the gllobal crown model as
sh
hown to thee left of Figu
ure 1: modeel 1 containss the interfaace between porcelain
an
nd metal; mo
odel 2 represents the intterface betweeen metal annd cement, aand model
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3 contains both interfaces. The bonding angle, θ0, is defined as the angle between
the interface and the horizontal plane near the corner as shown in Figure 1. This
bonding angle is not equal to the bonding angle defined in Chapter 2 (this bonding
angle is equal to γ = 90-θ0 in Chapter 2). The bonding angle is defined here this
way to match with the current dental specifications. For a given combination of
materials, the stress field near the corner of the interface depends on the bonding
angle θ0. The objective of this work is to find an appropriate range of bonding
angles at which the stress singularity at the free edge corners of the interface can
be eliminated.

7.4

STRESS SINGULARITY ANALYSIS USING FINITE ELEMENT
MODELING

Figure 7.2 shows the finite element models of the three considered local
models. Figure 7.2(a) is used for models 1 and 2, since both models contain a
single interface, whereas for model 3, Figure 2(b) is required. For each case a
larger mesh size is used for areas away from the interface. In the area close to the
interface, especially near the free edge interface corner, very small meshes are
used. The commercial finite element analysis code ANSYS with the 2D
axisymmetric element Plane 42 is used for the analysis. The boundary conditions
for the left-hand side and the top of the local model (these two sides are connected
by the body of the crown) are obtained from the global axisymmetric analysis
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reesults of the full crown. It is found in
n the global analysis thaat the displaccement Ux
of the left-han
nd side is allmost constaant and the ppressure appplied on the ttop of the
ocal model is
i almost thee same as th
he applied gglobal pressuure on the fuull crown.
lo
Therefore,
T
th
he boundary conditions applied
a
on tthe four sidees of the loccal model
were:
w
Ux = co
onstant (obtaained from th
he global annalysis) at thhe left-hand sside, Uy =
0 at the botto
om side, P = constant (o
obtained froom the globaal analysis) at the top
siide, and freee traction con
ndition at thee left hand siide.

Figure 7.2: Fiinite elemen
nt models: (a) single interrface and (b) two interfaaces
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After solving the problem, the normal and shear stress components,  n
and  , along the interface are determined by stress transformation, and the
effective stress,  eff   n2  3 2 is also calculated. If the stress at the corner of
an interface for a particular bonding angle increases with the refinement of the
mesh and does not converge to a finite value, then this is taken to indicate the
presence of a stress singularity. In contrast, for a non-singular case, the stress at
the corner of an interface converges to a finite value with the refinement of the
mesh. The same analysis is carried out for different bonding angles and the results
are shown in Figures 7.3 to 7.6.

The variation of the effective stress along the porcelain–metal interface for
precious-metal-based and non-precious-metal based alloy crowns are plotted
against the horizontal distance from the free edge corner in Figure 7.3. From
Figure 7.3(a), it can be seen that for a bonding angle between 20 and 50º the
effective stress converges to finite values at the corner of the interface, x = 0.
However, for the case of a 5º bonding angle, at x = 0, the stress value does not
converge to a finite value in fact it increases with further refinement of the mesh
size (see the enlarged figure to the left of Figure 7.3(a)). This indicates that a
stress singularity exists at the porcelain–metal interface corner of precious-metalbased crowns for a bonding angle of 5º. Similarly, Figure 7.3(b) shows that for the
porcelain–metal interface with non-precious-metal based alloy a stress singularity
exists for a bonding angle of 5º but there are no stress singularities for bonding
angles of 32 and 50º.
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Figure 7.3: Effective stress
s
distrib
bution alonng porcelainn-metal inteerface for
nding angles: (a) preciou
us-metal-bassed crown aand (b) non--preciousdifferent bon
metal
m
based crown
c
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r
obtaiined for the metal–cem
ment interfaace are presented in
The results
ment interfaace stress
Figure 7.4. It
I is interestting to notee that for thhe metal–cem
siingularities exist
e
for casses with smaaller or largeer bonding aangles (5 andd 50º) but
att certain bon
nding angless between th
hem the streess singulariity can be eeliminated
(2
20º in Figuree 7.4(a) and 32º in Figurre 7.4(b)).
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Figure 7.4: Effective streess distributio
on along meetal-cement iinterface forr different
bonding angles: (a) precio
ous-metal-baased crown aand (b) non--precious-meetal based
crrown

Furtheermore, mod
del 3 with tw
wo interfacess is analyzedd to see if thhere is any
mparing the results in F
Figure 7.5
efffect of the coexistencee of the inteerfaces. Com
with
w the resu
ults in Figurres 7.3(a) an
nd 7.4(a) annd the resultts in Figuree 7.6 with
th
hose in Figurres 3(b) and 7.4(b) one can
c find thatt there is no difference inn terms of
th
he existencee/elimination
n of stress siingularities. Thus, the rresults obtaiined from
th
he FEM of model
m
3 are consistent with
w those oobtained from
m FEM moodel 1 and
model
m
2. Thiis is expecteed since a stress
s
singullarity is a phhenomenon that only
occurs very close to the in
nterface freee edge cornerr.
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Figure 7.5: Variation
V
of effective
e
streess of preciouus-metal-bassed crown allong both
in
nterfaces forr bonding ang
gles of: (a) 5º;
5 (b) 20º; aand (c) 50º
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Figure 7.6: Variation
V
of effective
e
streess of non-pprecious-mettal-based croown along
both interfacees for bondin
ng angles of:
f: (a) 5º; (b) 332º; and (c) 550º
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7.5

STRESS SINGULARITY ANALYSIS BY AN ANALYTICAL
METHOD

To more accurately determine the range of bonding angles with or without
a stress singularity, the use of an analytical solution could be more convenient.
There is an extensive literature on efforts to obtain analytical solutions of the
singular stress field near the free edge of an interface between two materials, see
references (Bogy, 1971; Munaz and Yang, 1992; Qian and Akisanya, 1999; Liu et
al., 1999), among others. Details about analytical solution can be found in Chapter
2 and 3. No matter what mathematical methods are used, the stress field near the
free edge tends to be cast into the following asymptotic form

 ij  Hr  1 f ij ( ,  ,  ,  )

(i, j = 1,2)

(7.3)

In the above expression, r , are the polar coordinate, H is the stress
intensity factor,  , 

are Dundurs’ (1969) parameters which depend on

combinations of the elastic constants of the two materials,



1 k 2  1  k1  1 2
 k  1  k1  1 2
; ,  1 2
;
1 k 2  1  k1  1 2
1 k 2  1  k1  1 2

where,  j 



Ej

,

2  j 1

(7.4)

k j  3  4 j , μ is shear modulus, E is elastic

modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio and subscript j is material index . The  is
eigenvalue obtained from the following eigenvalue equation (see section 4.2.1 in
chapter 4 for detail derivations)
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sin2   2(22 cos2 0  1) sin  sin 20  42  sin  sin 20 cos2 0  42 cos2 0
(1  cos cos20  22 cos2 0 ).  [sin2 20  42 (2  1) cos2 0  4 sin2 20 ]. 2 
[42 cos2 0 (2 cos2 0  1  cos cos20 )  (cos  cos20 ) 2 ]. 2  0
(7. 5)

In the above equation, θ0 is the bonding angle defined in Figure 7.1

From the Equation (7.3), if 0    1 , the stress component goes to infinite
when r  0 , i.e. there exists stress singularity. For   1 , the stress singularity is
eliminated.

Based on the properties of materials given in Table 2, the eigenvalue of λ
is calculated by using Equation (7.5). The results obtained for both the porcelain–
metal and metal–cement interfaces of the precious-metal-based and non-preciousmetal-based alloy crowns are listed in Tables 7.3 and 7.4, respectively. Figure 7.7
clearly shows the variation of the eigenvalue λ as a function of the bonding angle.
To summarize the presented analysis results, one can see that for PFM crowns
made with the precious metal- based alloy Olympia and in the range of bonding
angles 15   0  30 , the stress singularity can be eliminated: however, for PFM
crowns made with the non-precious-metal-based alloy Wirobond-280 the bonding
angle range that is stress singularity free is 30   0  35 .
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Table 7.3: Value of λ corresponding to different bonding angles for precious alloy
crown
Porcelain/Metal (OLYMPIA)
interface
Bonding angle, θ0

Metal (OLYMPIA) /Cement
interface

0

λ
0.995

Bonding angle, θ0
0

λ
0.9622

5

0.9945

5

0.974

10

0.997

10

0.9884

12

0.9989

15

1.0028

13

1.0001

20

1.0126

20

1.0135

25

1.013

30

1.047

30

1.0019

45

1.12

31

0.9984

60

1.149

45

0.93

75

1.086

60

0.875

90

1

75

0.866

80

0.902

85

0.942

90

1
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Table 7.4: Value of λ corresponding to different bonding angles for non-precious
alloy crown
Porcelain/Metal (WIROBOND-280)
interface
Bonding angle, θ0
λ

Metal (WIROBOND-280)/Cement
interface
Bonding angle, θ0
λ

0

0.93

0

0.887

5

0.926

5

0.9

20

0.952

15

0.949

25

0.975

20

0.982

27

0.986

22

0.996

28

0.992

23

1.0024

29

0.9985

24

1.0085

30

1.0052

25

1.014

35

1.041

30

1.025

40

1.087

35

1.003

45

1.137

40

0.965

60

1.228

45

0.921

65

1.207

55

0.85

70

1.17

60

0.825

75

1.128

75

0.803

90

1

90

1
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Figure 7.7: Variation
V
of λ with the bo
onding anglee θ0 for (a) pprecious-mettal-based
ous-metal-baased crown
crrown and (b) non-precio
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7.6

OPTIIMAL OFF--VERTICA
AL ANGLE OF THE M
METAL LAY
YER

Based
d on the reccommendatio
ons for the bonding angles at the free edge
co
orners of an
n interface made
m
in the previous seection, FEM
M analyses aare further
caarried out on
o the glob
bal crown model
m
to deetermine thee optimal offf-vertical
position of th
he metal lay
yer. Figure 7.8 shows tthe 2D axissymmetric m
model and
co
orresponding
g FEM model used in th
he analyses.

xisymmetric model of PF
FM crown annd (b) FEM mesh and
Figure 7.8: (aa) Global ax
pplied bound
dary
ap
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The bonding angle at the interface free edge corner is taken as  0  20
for the precious-metal-based crown and  0  32 for the non-precious-metalbased crown. Thus, a stress singularity does not exist at the free edge corner of the
interface. The angle  in Figure 7.8 is the defined off-vertical angle. The stress
distributions as a function of  are obtained at a constant value of the applied
pressure at the top surface. Note that in the analyses a constant angle   20 is
assumed, see Figure 7.8.

The contour plots of the effective stress at   5, 10 and 20 for the
precious-metal-based

crown

are

shown

in

Figure

7.9(a)

and

at

  5, 10 and 12 for the non-precious-metal-based crown are shown in Figure
7.9(b), respectively. The high stress zone in each figure is marked with a circle.
From Figure 7.9(a) (precious-metal-based crown) it can be seen that at φ = 5°,
there are two high stress concentration zones in the metal layer, and at φ = 20°
there is a very small high stress concentration zone at the lower part of the metal–
cement interface. However, no such stress concentration with a lower maximum
stress level exists at φ = 10°. Similarly, from Figure 9(b) (nonprecious- metalbased crown) the optimal off-vertical angle of the metal layer is φ = 12°.
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Figure 7.9: Contour
C
plott of nodal efffective streesses of (a) precious-meetal based
crrown for (i)) φ=5º, (ii) φ=10º, (iii) φ=20º; annd (b) non-pprecious-meetal based
crrown for (i) φ=5º, (ii) ) φ=10º,
φ
(iii) ) φ=12º
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7.7

FURT
THER OBS
SERVATION
N AND REM
MARKS

Figuree 7.10 show
ws some alternative innterface edgge designs currently
ad
dopted in dental
d
restorration techn
nology. Baseed on the ppresented reesults, the
feeather edge design does not appear to be a goodd choice forr both precioous-metalbased and no
on-precious- metal-based
d crowns. Thhis is because if a PFM
M crown is
made
m
with a feather edg
ge with a bonding
b
anggle between 15 and 30° using a
prrecious-metaal based allo
oy or betweeen 30 and 335° for nonnprecious meetal-based
allloy, it will need a laarge amoun
nt of porceelain, whichh is undesirrable and
un
nrealistic. At
A the same time,
t
if the bonding
b
anggle is not in the above raanges, the
crrown may be prone to failure
f
at thee free edge ccorners of thhe interface ddue to the
ex
xistence of stress
s
singulaarities.

Figure 7.10: Different ty
ypes of marg
gin for toothh crown: (a) feather; (b) chamfer;
(cc) shoulder; (d) bevel; an
nd (e) bevel--shoulder
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Usually for shoulder edge crowns, the bonding angle is maintained
between 0 and 5°. Such a design should also be avoided because a stress
singularity could exist at both of the free edges of the interface.

It seems that chamfer, bevel, and bevel shoulder edges might be suitable
if the bonding angle at the interface is within the safe range between 15 and 30°
for crowns made from precious-metal-based alloys and from 30 to 35° for crowns
with from nonprecious- metal-based alloys. It is interesting to note that the
bonding angle of 30° suggested in Craig et al. (1971), which is based on a 2D
photoelastic experimental method, is just within the current suggested bonding
angle ranges for either precious-metal based or non-precious-metal-based crowns.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this research was to develop a new test method for the
determination of biaxial normal-shear bonding strength envelope for bi-material
interfaces. A new method, which includes the design of a special interface
geometry, test procedure and calculation algorithm has been developed to
accomplish the objective of this study.

8.1

SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH

The present research can be summarized as below.



A brief review on the papers available in open literature related to the bimaterial interface strength is presented. The current practices including the
ASTM standard methods encounter difficulties to accurately determine the
value of the interface bonding strength. They have certain major
disadvantages such as the non-uniform multi-axial stress distribution over
the interface area and/or the presence of singularities of the interfacial
stress components.
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A new test method to determine the bi-axial normal-shear bonding
strength at bi-material interface has been developed. This method includes
the design of special interface geometry to eliminate the stress singularity
at the free edge of the interface and the corresponding test and calculation
procedures to obtain the interface bonding strength envelope.



A cylindrical specimen of two bulk materials with a spherical interface is
developed to measure the interface bonding strength of two materials by
eliminating the stress singularity. In this design, the soft material is at the
convex side of the interface, while the hard material is at the concave side
of the interface. The bonding angle, which is defined as the angle between
the tangent of the spherical interface to the generator of the cylindrical
surface, must be less than the critical bonding angle for the elimination of
the stress singularity.



The 810-Material Testing System is used to conduct all the tensile and
relaxation tests. The multi-axial testing machine is used to conduct the
interface strength tests. It has the capacity to apply combined loading on
the specimen (torsion and tension).



Three different materials are used in this research. These materials are
selected based on their applicability, availability, machinability and low
cost. The selected materials are aluminum, epoxy and polyvinylchloride
(PVC).
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Aluminum and epoxy are used for the determination of the interface
bonding strength between elastic and elastic materials. It is found from
experiment that at a very fast loading rate, the viscoelastic epoxy can be
approximately treated as an elastic material.



To see the viscoelastic effect on the interface bonding strength, the same
materials combination (Aluminum/Epoxy) is used for the bonding strength
determination of elastic/viscoelastic interface. However, for this case the
loading rate is kept much slower than the elastic/elastic case.



PVC and epoxy are used for the viscoelastic/viscoelastic interface bonding
strength measurement.



Analytical solution to determine the order of the stress singularity and the
critical bonding angle for the elastic/elastic interface is developed based
on an axi-symmetric asymptotic stress analysis.



The

analytical

solutions

for

the

elastic/viscoelastic

and

viscoelastic/viscoelastic interfaces are derived from the analytical solution
for elastic/elastic interface using the elastic-viscoelastic corresponding
analogy.



To determine the analytical solution for the interface containing any
viscoelastic material, accurate modeling of the material properties is very
important. Three different cases of material modeling are considered in
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this study; (i) Viscoelastic shear modulus is modeled as a standard linear
solid model and Poisson’s ratio is assumed to be constant, (ii) Both the
viscoelastic shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio are modeled as the standard
linear solid model, (iii) Both the viscoelastic shear modulus and Poisson’s
ratio are modeled as a Wiechert Model consisting of two Maxwell
elements with a spring in parallel. This model can more accurately
simulate the viscoelastic behavior of studied materials: epoxy and PVC.



From the analytical solution of elastic/elastic interface, the critical bonding
angle for the tested aluminum/epoxy interface is determined as in between
49˚ and 50˚. However, considering the viscoelasticity of epoxy, from the
analytical solution for the elastic/viscoelastic interface, the critical
bonding angle for the aluminum/epoxy interface is determined as in
between 48º and 49º. The critical bonding angle for PVC/epoxy interface
is determined as in between 47º and 48º from the analytical solution for
the viscoelastic/viscoelastic interface.



All the results obtained from the analytical solutions are verified by the
finite element numerical analysis method.



A detrimental time effect may have on the viscoelastic interface design
with the stress singularity because the order of the singularity may
increase with time.
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There is no interface stress singularity for the application of pure torsional
loading on the specimen if they are designed according to the developed
method.



Since the stress distributions are not uniform along the interface, an
iterative calculation method integrated with FEM stress analysis is
developed to determine the bi-axial normal-shear interface bonding
strength envelope.



The normal-shear interface bonding strength envelope for the tested
aluminum/epoxy (Elastic/Elastic) in the range of the first quarter of the
normal-shear stress plane is determined as





( n )2  (
)2  1
19.76
20.86



The normal-shear interface bonding strength envelope for the tested
aluminum/epoxy (Elastic/Viscoelastic) in the range of the first quarter of
the normal-shear stress plane is determined as

(



n
21.15

)2  (


21.85

)2  1

The normal-shear interface bonding strength envelope for the PVC/epoxy
(Viscoelastic/Viscoelastic) in the range of the first quarter of the normalshear stress plane is determined as
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(



n



)2  (
)2  1
9.63
15.14

For the elastic/elastic (Aluminum/Epoxy) interface, the average maximum
failure (debonding) load with the ASTM butt joint specimens is obtained
as 2161 N with a data scatter band of 13%, while with the present
designed specimens, this value is obtained as 5727 N with a scatter band
of 12%. The large difference in the load carrying capability of these two
groups of specimen shows the great potential in the optimal design of bimaterial interface for advanced materials and structures.



For the developed specimen design, the interface debonding started near
the central area of the interface, not from the edge of the interface as in the
case of the ASTM butt joint specimens.



The developed method is a more accurate and practical approach to
characterize this important mechanical property of bi-material interface.
The new test method provides a biaxial normal-shear bonding strength
criterion (envelope) for the bi-material interface. Such criterion and data
base are critical for an accurate and realistic theoretical/numerical
modeling of the damage and failure of the interfaces.



As an application of the research in the dental restorations, an optimal
geometry design for a PFM dental crown has been carried out. It is found
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that to eliminate the stress singularity at the interface free edge corner, the
appropriate margin angle range is 15-30 degrees for the precious alloy
PFM crown and 30-35 degrees for the non-precious alloy PFM crown,
respectively.



The optimal off-vertical angle of the metal layer in the PFM crown is 10º
for a precious-metal-based crown and 12º for the nonprecious- metalbased crown, respectively.



The results may serve as a general guide for the design and manufacture of
the dental crowns.



The optimal range of the bonding angles may be different if the materials
or their properties are changed; however, the proposed numerical and
analytical methods can also be used to determine the optimal geometric
parameters in those cases.



The interface bonding strength is an inherent physical property for a given
bi-material interface and should not be changed with the change of the
interface geometry. With the different designs of interface geometry, the
interface stress distributions are different, thus resulting in different load
carrying capabilities of the specimens. Although it is possible to design the
proper interface geometries to avoid the stress singularity, it is very
difficult (if it is not impossible) to design a specimen that could produce a
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pure uniform normal stress distribution at the bi-material interface without
any stress singularity.



For the proposed specimen design, failure will always happen at the
interface under the tensile or shear loading if there is no defect in the two
bulk materials. This is because of the maximum stress in the specimen is
prominently at the interface due to the incompatibility of mechanical
properties of the two materials.



The developed test method will be ineffective if the bi-material interface
bonding strength is greater than the ultimate strength of one of the
materials. Even in that case the failure of the weaker material will be most
likely initiated near the interface due to the stress concentration.

8.2

FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

Since, the mechanics of interface is a new developing branch of solid
mechanics, continuing research on this area will make this new branch richer. In
addition to the current research, future researches can be carried on the following
topics.



Orthotropic Materials Structures: In the present research, all the materials are
considered as isotropic. In future, the similar research can be carried on the
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interface between orthotropic materials or between orthotropic and isotropic
materials.



Interface Fatigue: It is well known that the corner geometry at the end of the
bonded area have a significant influence on the fatigue strength of composites
bonded joints. Determination of the accurate interface fatigue strength can be
an interesting topic for future research.



Failure Mechanism of Structures with Interface: Further research can be
carried on to study the damage mechanism of structures with bi-material
interface.



Smart Materials and Structures: Nowadays, composite materials are
reinforced with shape memory alloy (SMA) wires in many applications. The
interface between the SMA wire and the composite matrix plays an important
role to the overall performances of the structure. The design of such a smart
composite may be a future potential research area.



Other Applications: In addition to the dental industry, electronic packaging
might be another prospective area for this branch of study. There are multi
interfaces between the solder and the parts in electronic packaging. This
research can be extended to make a better design of the connections to
increase resistance to damage. The interface characterization also has a great
potential in the aerospace industry.

